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Abstract 

The formation of C–F bonds has long been considered a challenging transformation and C–F 

bonds commonly had to be formed early on in a synthetic sequence towards complex 

organofluorides. Late-stage fluorination reactions are reactions with a broad substrate scope and 

extensive functional group tolerance that can be performed on complex molecules. Many classic 

fluorination reactions fail to qualify as late-stage transformations either due to severe limitations 

in their substrate scope or because the required reaction conditions are incompatible with many 

functional groups.  

Nucleophilic aromatic substitution (SNAr) is widely used for the aromatic functionalization with 19F 

and by far the most common method to introduce 18F fluoride into aromatic molecules. Classic 

SNAr reactions proceed with the formation of a negatively charged Meisenheimer intermediate 

upon fluoride attack on the aromatic nucleus. Because only arenes with electron-withdrawing 

substituents can sufficiently stabilize the Meisenheimer intermediate to allow nucleophilic 

substitution to proceed efficiently, SNAr is restricted to electron-deficient arenes.  

In Chapter 1 of this work an unusual concerted mechanism for nucleophilic aromatic substitution 

with fluoride is presented. Unlike the classic two-step mechanism, the concerted (CSNAr) 

mechanism does not proceed via a Meisenheimer intermediate, and build-up of negative charge 

on the arene ring is minimized. For the deoxyfluorination reaction with the PhenoFluor reagent a 

concerted mechanism is favored over a stepwise displacement and the resultant minimization of 

negative charge build-up over the course of the reaction allows deoxyfluorination to take place on 
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electron-rich arene substrates. Based on detailed mechanistic studies a functional-group tolerant 

deoxyfluorination reaction with 18F-fluoride for the synthesis of high specific activity 18F-PET 

probes was developed. Chapter 2 of this work describes attempts to develop novel 

deoxyfluorination reagents with reduced reaction barriers guided by mechanistic insights into the 

deoxyfluorination. Computational results indicate that the introduction of substituents that are 

capable of forming hydrogen bonds to fluoride at specific positions on the reagent can reduce the 

activation barrier for deoxyfluorination through transition state stabilization.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Late-stage Fluorination 

For over a century fluorine chemistry was dominated by the use of fluorine gas, HF, 

and alkali metal halides, and reaction conditions were typically harsh. Fluorine seemed to be 

forever either too reactive (F2) or too unreactive (KF) to be used in selective, functional-

group-tolerant transformations of even moderately complex small molecules. A number of 

key fundamental discoveries pertaining largely to fluorination reagents and transition metal 

catalysis have allowed the field to break with a tradition of harsh reaction conditions. A few 

decades ago, the development of a small range of reagents such as Select-Fluor, N-

Fluoropyridinium salts and Et3N·HF have enabled more selective fluorination chemistry.1-31 

Over the past decade, another wave of fluorination chemistry has mainly focused on the 

development of suitable methods for late-stage fluorination, that is, the chemo- and 

stereoselective fluorination of molecules with higher structural and functional complexity, 

which could not be achieved with conventional fluorination methods. To date, the relatively 

recent advances in late-stage fluorination have not yet had a substantial impact on the 

synthesis of bulk chemicals, 18F positron emission tomography (PET) tracers, or materials. 

Their synthesis procedures are still dominated by classical fluorination methods.  

 

Several fundamental discoveries in the field that provide a better fundamental understanding 

were made within the last few years.32-42 For example, the first well-defined reductive 

elimination reaction to form C–F bonds was reported only in 2008.43,44 A substantial part of 

the recent developments is based on transition-metal chemistry, which may explain why 

fluorination chemistry is experiencing a rapid development right now: Making C–F bonds 

with metals often proceeds by reductive elimination reactions, which typically have high free 

enthalpies of activation. In our opinion, three independent developments substantially 
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contributed to the advent of late-stage fluorination: 1) the progress in effecting challenging 

reductive elimination reactions from mid-valent transition-metal complexes as pioneered, for 

example, by the Buchwald group, 2) the exploration of the more facile reductive elimination 

processes from high-valent transition-metal complexes as pioneered by the Sanford group, 

for example, and 3) the availability of new fluorination reagents, both nucleophilic and 

electrophilic, which enabled the development of practical, functional-group-tolerant 

reactions.45-50 Contributions from several research groups have advanced the field of 

fluorination chemistry substantially over the recent past; we have chosen to summarize 

some of them in Figure 1 and Figure 2 rather than mentioning them separately as has 

already been done in recent reviews.32,42,51-67 
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Figure 1: Selected modern fluorination methods at sp2 hybridized carbon centers arranged by 

functional group interconversion in order of publication date.45-49,66,68-78 (IMes=1,3-dimesitylimidazol-2-

ylidene) 
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Figure 2: Selected modern aliphatic fluorination methods arranged by functional group interconversion 

in order of publication date.79-98  

Fluorinated products find uses in many different areas of modern society as is highlighted at 

the beginning of most publications in the field. It is too early to tell which, if any, of the 

modern late-stage fluorination methods will have a substantial and measurable impact 

beyond the creation of new fundamental knowledge. It seems prudent, however, to evaluate 

whether the current shortcomings in the field with respect to their real-life applications are 

temporary or conceptual. Even thoughtful analyses as to why C–F bond formation is 

challenging rarely go beyond electronegativity arguments, rendering it likely that a lot of 

fundamental knowledge is still lacking. Carbon–fluorine reductive elimination is more 

challenging than any other reductive elimination between carbon and the other first-row 

elements with a partially filled p shell.32,34,38,43,55,99,100 The high electronegativity of fluorine 
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results in strong metal–fluorine bonds owing to a strong polar contribution to the bond, and 

the associated s-bond orbital is highly contracted and largely localized on the fluorine 

atom.101,102 

 

The transition state for reductive elimination requires electron reorganization, with electron 

density shifting away from the fluorine atom towards the forming C–F bond, which results in 

a high kinetic barrier even in systems where reductive elimination is thermodynamically 

highly favorable. The development of ligands tailored to facilitate the C–F bond-formation 

step as well as an improved understanding of how to access high-valent transition-metal 

intermediates has enabled a substantial reduction of the activation energy for C–F reductive 

elimination. Nonetheless, reductive elimination is still generally the rate-limiting step in 

metal-mediated C–F bond formation and thus dictates the selection of metals and ligands for 

a particular transformation. New insights into how the kinetic barrier could be further 

reduced, possibly through a better understanding of the bonding interactions as a function of 

the transition metal, its oxidation state, and the nature of the ancillary ligands, would enable 

to shift the focus of research towards the identification of appropriate starting materials and 

inexpensive reagents.  

 

The selection of the ideal starting materials for a C–F bond-forming reaction defies a simple 

answer. Currently, functional-group-tolerant transformations frequently rely on starting 

materials disproportionately complex for the introduction of a simple monoatomic 

substituent: Starting from aryl metal species, such as those of tin or boron, leads to a 

transformation that displaces a heavy fragment, such as SnBu3 or B(OR)2, which is 

commonly accessed from the corresponding halide, by a single atom. The direct fluorination 

of carbon–halide bonds can suffer from a complicated purification of the final fluorinated 

compound if the reaction does not proceed to completion, unless purification by distillation is 

possible. Alcohols, phenols, and carboxylic acids are convenient starting materials in many 
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respects, but suffer from a lack of general reactions to access them directly from C–H 

bonds. The direct fluorination of C–H bonds appears to be the obvious solution and would 

clearly be desirable for the synthesis of a number of fluorinated materials with various 

applications. However, compared to other C–H functionalization reactions, such as 

oxygenation reactions, fluorination poses a set of special challenges: The fluorinated 

reaction products often exhibit a similar reactivity to the starting materials, which can hamper 

selective monofunctionalization. Aryl fluorides, for example, are only marginally less 

electron-rich than the corresponding arenes, and a fluorine substituent provides almost no 

steric deactivation. If selective reactions can be achieved, the separation of the fluorinated 

products from the starting materials is often complicated by their similar physical properties. 

Therefore, C–H fluorination reactions that require excess starting material or do not proceed 

to complete conversion may not be as practical as they seem. Exceptions exist, however, 

such as the AgF2 mediated fluorination of pyridines, in which the physical properties of the 

fluorinated product differ sufficiently from those of the starting material to permit facile 

isolation.78,103 A good indication that a reaction meets certain criteria for practicality are 

yields that correspond to the purified, isolated material rather than yields determined by 19F 

NMR spectroscopy. Given the current challenges for enabling direct transformations of C–H 

into C–F bonds, it may also be advisable to invest in research directed towards the better 

purification of fluorinated molecules and towards developing slightly more circuitous 

pathways for C–H to C–F transformations, for example, the formation of C–OH moieties (or 

another polar functional group) from a C–H bond, coupled with a deoxyfluorination reaction, 

which might yield more practical routes to pure fluorinated products.  

 

With some of the challenges in current late-stage fluorination chemistry identified, we are 

curious which future directions would significantly advance the field. Beyond the fairly 

obvious requirements, such as high functional-group tolerance and operational simplicity, we 

believe that an improved fundamental understanding of the bonding interactions of fluorine, 
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including ionic and hydrogen bonding and covalent bonding with transition metals, may 

teach us how to better tackle the problem of improving its reaction chemistry. It has long 

been understood that fluoride forms exceptionally strong hydrogen bonds to protic solvents, 

particularly water, which typically reduces the nucleophilicity of the fluoride ion.104,105 On the 

other hand, the high lattice energy of fluoride salts renders them virtually insoluble in all but 

the most polar solvents.106,107 Both facts leave nucleophilic fluoride chemistry with the 

dilemma of either unfavorable desolvation or a high kinetic barrier owing to low solubility. 

Given its high electronegativity, fluoride is a hard nucleophile, generally preferring charge-

controlled interactions over the desired orbital control leading to C–F bond formation. Rather 

than exacerbating fluoride’s inherent tendency towards charge-controlled interactions 

through desolvation, new reagents with fluoride biased towards forming bonds to carbon by 

orbital control could prove advantageous.99,108 The use of TBAF·tBuOH and of bifluoride in 

SVI fluoride exchange as well as the use of ionic liquids and alcohol co-solvents in 18F 

radiolabeling are notable examples for the enhancement of the effective fluoride 

nucleophilicity through media that can provide hydrogen bond stabilization.109-114 “Soft” 

fluoride nucleophiles that are suitable for C–F bond formation can also be obtained by 

binding to transition metals as demonstrated by the synthesis of allylic fluorides by attack of 

a palladium-bound fluoride on a palladium allyl complex.88 Attempts to achieve attack on 

palladium allyl complexes by extraneous fluoride ions, on the other hand, led to elimination 

products rather than fluoride incorporation.115 A fundamental understanding of the nature of 

transition-metal fluorides the ability to predict their reactivity are still lacking: For example, 

fluoride ligands bound to sulfonamide-supported PdII or PdIV complexes persist in wet 

organic solvents, whereas the fluoride ligand on PdII BrettPhos complexes shows 

pronounced basic properties, with likely hydrolysis of the metal–fluorine bond.43-50,116,117 

Given our poor fundamental understanding of the properties of metal fluorides, tailoring the 

properties of the metal fluoride to the desired transformation is hardly possible, and further 

research is warranted to gain insight into the promising area of metal-bound fluoride 
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chemistry. Given the dramatic reactivity differences of different fluoride species, it seems 

advisable to suggest the development of more appropriate reagents. Conventional reagents 

frequently limit the achievable substrate scope: For example, nucleophilic fluorination 

reactions are often sensitive to moisture, and the basic nature of dry fluoride can lead to 

elimination reactions and is commonly incompatible with protic functional groups. The 

successful use of the TBAF·tBuOH reagent teaches us that nucleophilic fluorination does not 

categorically need to be free of a hydrogen bond donor.111 Electrophilic fluorination reactions 

are largely executed with only three reagents, namely Selectfluor (F-TEDA), NFSI, and N-

fluoropyridinium salts. These reagents are comparatively expensive and can lead to side 

reactions with basic heteroatoms. Generally, electrophilic and nucleophilic fluorinating 

reagents are largely complimentary in the restrictions that they place on the substrate scope.  

 

The field of fluorination is unusual in that late-stage modification processes are more 

developed in the laboratory than in nature; only a single enzyme that introduces fluorine into 

organic molecules has been identified. The highly oxidizing conditions required for the 

formation of an electrophilic fluorination reagent combined with the limited nucleophilicity of 

the fluoride ion in water are likely causes for the dearth of fluorinated natural products. 

Despite nature’s limited reliance on organofluorine compounds, the synthesis of fluorinated 

derivatives of salinosporamide A, an anticancer drug candidate, has been achieved through 

the introduction of the fluorinase gene from S. cattleya into a heterologous host.118,119 

Enzymatic radiolabeling procedures based on the fluorinase enzyme have also been 

developed; S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) was radiolabeled and subsequently subjected to 

oxidation to yield 18F-fluoroacetate with a radiochemical conversion of 36% in two hours.120 

Another avenue for the rapid construction of complex fluorinated molecules involves a 

biochemical pathway that consists of two polyketide synthase systems engineered to accept 

fluoroacetate as a substrate.121 The combination of synthetic biology approaches with 
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fluorinated building blocks appears to be an attractive and promising strategy to quickly 

access complex fluorinated molecules that currently cannot be accessed by other means.  

 

The lack of chiral-pool organofluorine compounds makes the development of asymmetric 

fluorination methods particularly crucial.122-124 Halogen functionalization is often 

accomplished through alkene halogenation, but whereas chlorine, bromine, and iodine 

readily react with non-activated alkenes via cyclic halonium ions, the corresponding 

fluoronium ion is not formed.125-127 Given the relatively low reactivity of unactivated alkenes 

towards electrophilic fluorinating reagents, a lot of work has focused on activated alkene 

derivatives, such as enols, enamines, and allyl silanes.128,129 Several methods have been 

developed that allow highly enantioselective fluorination at the α-position of carbonyl 

groups.80-83,130,131 Aside from the strategies that build on chiral amine catalysis, anion 

exchange processes of F-TEDA, which is virtually insoluble in many organic solvents, with 

chiral anions that increase the solubility of the fluorinating agent have proven very fruitful in 

the development of synthetic routes towards enantioenriched chiral organofluorine 

compounds.132-137 The fact that fluoride readily engages in hydrogen bonding and dipolar 

interactions seems to render it uniquely suitable for reactions catalyzed by chiral 

organocatalysts. Whereas it’s potential for strong interactions with a catalyst appears 

promising for achieving substantial levels of catalyst control, the often reduced 

nucleophilicity of fluoride ions involved in polar interactions limits the potential for bond 

formation with fluoride. Nevertheless, the use of hydrogen-bonded fluoride reagents is 

promising owing to the functional-group tolerance of such fluoride sources.  

 

The fluorine substituent has a privileged nature in a diverse range of fields, and synthetic 

methods for fluorine introduction into complex structures are highly sought after. Modern 

fluorination methods cannot yet compete with the Halex process and fluorination with F2 for 

the synthesis of bulk chemicals owing to the expensive nature of the majority of the 
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reagents, starting materials, and catalysts used. For applications where the scale permits 

the use of reagents such as Selectfluor or AgF, however, late-stage fluorination has opened 

new avenues in terms of functional-group tolerance and substrate scope. In order to 

advance the field further, fundamental insights into the interplay between nucleophilicity, 

basicity, hydrogen bonding, and electrostatic interactions of fluoride species may be 

beneficial. A range of low-cost fluorination reagents with controlled reactivity that are 

capable of reacting in largely orbital-controlled carbon–fluorine bond-forming transformation 

while possible side reactions are prevented are needed to create a toolbox of mild and 

general late-stage fluorination reactions. Direct C–H fluorination reactions have to be held to 

particularly high standards to achieve general utility owing to potentially challenging 

purifications.  

 

Late-stage fluorination with 18F 

In the last decade significant developments were made in the field of fluorination 

chemistry, mainly enabled by the application of transition-metal- and organo-catalysis to a field 

that used to be dominated by stoichiometric transformations. Potential application of modern 

late-stage fluorination to the synthesis of 18F PET tracers is often listed as a motivation for the 

development of novel fluorination reactions. Tracer development is still impeded by challenges 

in chemistry and the difficulties of translating 19F chemistry to 18F chemistry and the broadening 

of radiolabeling strategies is crucial to the development of PET imaging. Traditional labeling 

reactions tend to be operationally simple, but suffer from low functional group tolerance and 

large restrictions on the scaffolds susceptible to labeling reactions.  

In addition to the commonly appreciated need for fast reaction time, late-stage 18F 

incorporation and the use of reagents derived from fluoride, potential radiolabeling reactions 

need to fulfill additional criteria.138,139 18F-Fluoride is created by proton bombardment of 18O-

H2O and, while the bulk of water can be removed, the large hydration energy of fluoride 
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renders complete drying of the radioisotope impractical on the timescale of PET 

synthesis.104,140,141 Therefore, reactions suitable for PET need to be able to tolerate at least 

trace amounts of water even when conducted in dry organic solvents. Given the very low 

concentration of 18F in solution, two or three orders of magnitude excess precursor is typically 

used in radiofluorinations to increase the rate of the transformation. Thus, if a significant 

decrease in the yield, rate or selectivity occurs when translating a fluorination method from the 

macroscopic (stoichiometric) to the tracer level, the fluorination method is likely not suitable 

for PET applications. The separation of the labeled molecules from the excess precursor 

needs to be rapid and complete; by-products formed from side reactions or decomposition of 

the precursor may also be in large excess of the desired tracer resulting in long purification 

times and large losses in yield if the impurities are difficult to separate. 

 

While both 18F-fluoride and 18F-F2 can be generated, radiofluorination with electrophilic 18F is 

challenging because the reagent most often used, 18F-F2, is difficult to work with, requires 

specialized equipment, and is made in low specific activity.138,142 Gouverneur et al. developed 

a synthesis of 18F-F-TEDA starting from 18F-F2, which addresses the low functional group 

tolerance of fluorine gas, but necessitates a two-step radiolabeling procedure und handling of 

18F-F2.143  

 

Nucleophilic late-stage fluorination reactions 

Nucleophilic 18F-fluoride is a more practical source of 18F, but it is generated in aqueous 

solution and the presence of water, which diminishes fluoride’s nucleophilicity renders the 

transition from 19F to 18F chemistry challenging. Furthermore, many substrates are biased 

towards reactions with electrophiles and thus exclusive reliance on nucleophilic radiolabeling 

strategies poses severe limitations on the substrate scope of labeling methodologies.55 The 

Buchwald group has developed a palladium-catalyzed fluorination of aryl triflates with cesium 
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fluoride or spray-dried potassium fluoride, which allows the synthesis of electron-neutral and 

electron-deficient aryl fluorides (Figure 3). While electron-rich aromatics also give rise to the 

desired product, formation of a constitutional isomeric side product can occur, which is hard 

to separate from the desired aryl fluoride46,49,116. The development of novel ligands such as 

AlPhos successfully curbed the formation of the undesired regioisomer for a large number of 

substrates as well as enabling the use of aryl bromide starting materials for the fluorination 

reaction117,144. A challenge in adapting Buchwald’s nucleophilic fluorination of aryl triflates to 

radiochemistry is the reaction’s sensitivity to moisture − it is typically set up in a dry box using 

spray-dried KF, conditions which cannot be mimicked using 18F. Nonetheless, initial 

breakthroughs towards the application of this reaction to radiochemistry have been made 

through the addition of 19F-KF.145 

 

Figure 3: Palladium-catalyzed nucleophilic fluorination of aryl triflates. 

In addition to late-stage fluorinations, which are being adapted from 19F to 18F chemistry, a 

number of new transformations have been developed especially for PET chemistry. Pike et al. 

used diaryliodonium salts for aromatic radiofluorination reactions, where the selectivity for 

fluorination between the two arenes attached to iodine is based on the electronic structure of 

the arenes (the more electron-poor arene is fluorinated) and the steric bulk near iodine (ortho-

substituted arenes are more susceptible to fluorination due the ortho-effect) (Figure 4).146,147 

The availability of more straightforward syntheses of complex diaryliodonium salts would 

increase the utility of the method and its use for PET tracer synthesis. 
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Figure 4: Radiofluorination of diaryliodonium salts using 2-thiophenyl as a dummy ligand to direct 

fluorination to the desired arene. 

A radiofluorination reaction with a wide substrate scope that utilizes readily available boronic 

esters as labeling precursors was developed by the Gouverneur group (Figure 5).148 The 

presence of air during the reaction was crucial; the radiochemical yield was increased and the 

formation of troublesome deborylated side product was minimized when the reaction vial was 

purged with air after drying of 18F-fluoride. Numerous functional groups are tolerated in the 

radiofluorination, but the presence of unprotected alcohol or amine functionalities led to 

competitive C–O or C–N bond formations.  
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Figure 5: Copper-mediated 18F-fluorination of boronic esters. 

The Gouverneur group also developed a nucleophilic labeling strategy for phenol derivatives 

with a tert-butyl group serving as a non-traditional leaving group (Figure 6).149 This reaction 

relies on the Umpolung of the phenol substrate through oxidation followed by nucleophilic 

attack of 18F-fluoride on the arene ring. 

 

Figure 6: Umpolung allows radiolabeling of phenol derivatives using 18F-fluoride. 
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Electrophilic aromatic fluorination reactions 

The silver-catalyzed fluorination developed by the Ritter lab has arguably the largest 

substrate scope of any currently known aromatic fluorination reaction but necessitates the use 

of stoichiometric amounts of tin (Figure 7).66 The reaction has been translated to 18F chemistry 

by the Gouverneur group, however 18F-F-TEDA needs to be prepared from 18F-F2.143 

Figure 7: Silver catalyzed late-stage fluorination of aryl stannanes. 

To expand the options for using electrophilic late-stage fluorination, our group has developed 

an electrophilic fluorinating reagent that can be prepared from 18F-fluoride.150  Complex 1 is 

capable of capturing fluoride (Figure 8) to form PdIV-18F complex 2 that is a suitable reagent 

to afford aryl fluorides through our previously developed fluorination of aryl palladium 

complexes.151 

 

Figure 8: A high valent palladium complex designed to capture 18F-fluoride in solution. 

Through a two-step reaction sequence, a variety of aryl palladium complexes can be 

converted to the corresponding radiofluorinated products (Figure 9). The development of 
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automated synthesis procedures allowed translation of the palladium-mediated fluorination 

into a reliable, reproducible radiofluorination method able to afford radiolabeled molecules on 

a scale suitable for PET imaging in non-human primates (Figure 10).152 Final samples are 

chemically and radiochemically pure and contain less than 5 parts per billion (ppb) palladium, 

well below suggested guidelines for use in humans (< 1000 ppb).153 The entire sequence from 

18F acquisition to reformulated tracer is complete in less than 100 min, but the need for a two-

step sequence with an intervening purification step renders palladium-mediated 

radiofluorination operationally more difficult than a typical one-step process. 

 

Figure 9: Palladium-mediated radiofluorination using a fluoride derived electrophilic fluorinating 

reagent.  
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Figure 10: PET-MRI imaging study of a 5HT2C agonist conducted with tracer synthesized by a 

palladium-mediated fluorination reaction. 

Palladium-mediated radiofluorination employs 18F-fluoride, affords only one aryl fluoride 

constitutional isomer, yields no inseparable byproducts and tolerated a range of functional 

groups including heterocycles and Boc-protected amines (Table 1). Complex 1 – from which 

electrophilic fluorinating reagent 2 is formed – is sensitive to air and moisture, which can be 

problematic operationally. Storing 1 under dry and air-free conditions prior to use, however, 

allows formation of 18F-2, which is itself stable to high temperature, oxygen and moisture. 

While performing the palladium-mediated fluorination using an automated synthesis module, 

care has to be taken that 1 is not exposed to air prior to reaction with 18F-fluoride. The need 

for a filtration step between the synthesis of 18F-2 and its reaction with an aryl palladium 

complex prevents the two reaction steps from being performed in the same pot. Palladium-

mediated radiofluorination is one of the most functional group tolerant 18F fluorinations for 

incorporating 18F into aromatic rings, but certain functional groups cannot be tolerated (see 

Table 1), most notably tertiary amines. Also, the steric hindrance resulting from the presence 

of an ortho substituent on the aromatic ring can make the synthesis of the PdII-aryl precursor 

and its reaction with the PdIV-18F reagent very difficult. Additionally, while the use of reagent 

18F-2 is fairly simple, the preparation of 1 and the PdII-aryl starting materials require 

expertise in organometallic chemistry. 
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Table 1: Checklist of functional groups that are and are not tolerated in the palladium-mediated 

radiofluorination. 

Tolerated Not tolerated 

Nitrogen atoms bound to electron-withdrawing 

functional groups (e.g. Boc) 
Basic amines 

Furans Thiols 

Electron-rich aromatics 
Most unprotected protic functional 

groups 

Ketones Ortho substitution is problematic 

Amides  

Cyclopropanes  

Ethers  

 

A significant increase in the practical application of metal-mediated radiofluorinations can be 

achieved through the use of nickel instead of palladium-aryl complexes (Figure 11).154  

Through a change of transition metal, a one-step protocol could be achieved, in which a 

combination of 18F-fluoride and an oxidant mimics an electrophilic fluorinating agent. Direct 

use of aqueous 18F-fluoride is also possible (up to 1% v/v water/acetonitrile in the reaction 

mixture) obviating the need for time-consuming azeotropic drying procedures. The presence 

of ortho-substitution is better tolerated than in the palladium-mediated fluorination (e.g. 6-

fluoro-DOPA in Figure 11). However, as with palladium-mediated radiofluorination, the need 

to synthesize a nickel complex increases the difficulty of the overall procedure. Thus, while 

the use of transition metals is not inherently problematic in radiolabeling, having precursors 

that can be synthesized more conveniently by non-specialists is highly desirable.  
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Figure 11: The nickel-mediated oxidative radiofluorination does not require azeotropic drying of 18F-

fluoride and is complete after one minute at room temperature.  

A combination of reactions specifically developed for PET and late-stage fluorinations being 

adapted to 18F-chemistry have achieved a significant expansion in the pool of structures that 

can be radiolabeled without resorting to cumbersome multi-step syntheses. Despite the 

adaption of several modern fluorination methods to 18F-radiosynthesis, however, the projected, 

dramatic increase of the number of available PET tracers has not yet occurred.68,143,145,147-

149,155-157 More hurdles need to be crossed for a reaction to show promise in practical PET 

tracer synthesis than short reaction time and the use of fluoride as a limiting reagent. A 

particular focus needs to lie on simplifying existing and future reactions to allow facile 

automation and widespread use by non-specialists. Proof-of-concept manual testing of a 

reaction under 18F conditions is important, but constitutes only the first step towards 

developing a new radiolabeling tool. Many more challenges need to be faced in addressing 

automation and purification, which are often overlooked by the synthetic community. 
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Purification is an issue commonly addressed when a reaction has been successfully 

developed; in the context of 18F chemistry, facile product purification should enter the reaction 

design at the outset to ensure that pure radiofluorinated product can be obtained from a 

reaction mixture containing thousands of equivalents of starting material and reagents. 

Several modern methods applied to 18F radiolabeling are transition metal catalyzed or 

mediated, which makes hydrodefunctionalization, a common side reaction observed in many 

cross-coupling reactions, of particular concern. 

Operational simplicity is another important criterion for PET. Our palladium-mediated late-

stage fluorination is an example of a conceptually remarkable, but operationally flawed 18F 

reaction: the transformation consists of two reaction steps, separated by a filtration and 

necessitates the use of a moisture-sensitive precursor molecule. While neither of those two 

operational hurdles posed significant challenges in the original development of the reaction, 

nor in small-scale labeling experiments conducted manually, they rendered automation of the 

procedure for non-human primate imaging challenging, and clinical translation prohibitively 

difficult.152 In addition to operational practicality being judged by different standards in a 

chemistry laboratory and in an imaging context, the selection of reaction substrates is no 

longer dictated by chemical goals but by real clinical needs. In order to develop 18F-fluorination 

reactions with promise, true late-stage fluorination with a level of convenience that can be 

realized in a clinical imaging setting must be accessible. PET tracer development is difficult, 

also beyond synthesis, but the ability to make complex and structurally diverse 18F-labeled 

molecules more efficiently than previously possible, may shift the future challenge toward PET 

tracer development rather than PET tracer synthesis. 

Late-stage deoxyfluorination 

Stringent requirements need to be fulfilled for a transformation to be deemed a late-

stage reaction, but to be truly useful, a late-stage reaction requires simple starting materials. 

The silver-catalyzed fluorination developed by the Ritter lab (Figure 7) shows exceptional 
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substrate scope and functional group tolerance, but its use is limited by the hazardous 

nature of the aryl stannane starting materials and limitations in the synthesis of those 

precursors.70 More drastic examples are to be found in 18F-fluorination chemistry. The utility 

of both the radiolabeling of aryl diazonium salts and isolated transition metal complexes is 

severely restricted by difficulties in accessing and handling those starting materials.68,150,154  

 

Chemists have long been in the business of enabling difficult transformations by raising the 

energy of the starting materials used in a transformation. ‘Spring-loaded’ substrates ensure 

that the energy difference between the starting material and the transition state for the 

desired bond formation or cleavage is decreased and the reaction can occur. As a particular 

field evolves, transformations involving lower-energy (and generally more useful) starting 

materials are found due to the development of better reagents or catalysts. A number of late-

stage fluorination methods are available, which show that high energy starting materials are 

not required to achieve a large fluorination substrate scope. Among those are the palladium-

mediated fluorination of aryl triflates and aryl bromides reported by the Buchwald group and 

the fluorination of aryl boronates disclosed by the Ritter and Sanford group.45,46,48,71-73,117,144  

 

A reagent can assume the role of the ‘spring-loaded’ reaction component since it can 

undergo a reaction that is highly exergonic. Coupling of the exergonic transformation that the 

reagent undergoes to the endergonic reagent of the substrate can enable a difficult bond 

formation. When the exergonicity of the reagent’s transformation is released early in the 

course of the reaction, it can be employed to help the substrate overcome a high kinetic 

barrier as it progresses along the reaction coordinate. Electrophilic fluorinating agents 

typically are strong oxidants and tend to be converted to lower-energy reduced products 

over the course of a reaction. The energy released by the reagent is often indirectly coupled 

to the C–F bond formation step through the intermediacy of transition metal oxidation. The 

role of electrophilic fluorinating agents such as F-TEDA in aromatic fluorinating reactions 
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commonly consists in the oxidation of a transition metal aryl complex (e.g. PdII to PdIV) as 

well as the transfer of fluorine to the oxidized transition metal center. The barrier for C–F 

bond formation via reductive elimination is considerably lower on a PdIV than a PdII center 

with a comparable ligand set. Therefore, oxidation of the transition metal provides a bridge 

between the exothermic reaction of the electrophilic fluorinating reagent and the difficult C–F 

bond formation step. A condition for the coupling of a favorable reagent-based 

transformation to a difficult desired transformation of a substrate is that the energy release 

on the reagent takes place concurrently or prior to the rate-limiting step of the substrate 

transformation.  

 

The PhenoFluor-mediated deoxyfluorination of phenols developed by Pingping Tang in the 

Ritter lab is based on a reagent capable of converting the hydroxyl group of phenols into a 

good leaving group. Nucleophilic displacement on the arene leads to the expulsion of urea 4, 

which is energetically very favorable (Figure 12). Reaction between PhenoFluor and phenols 

is facile and occurs at room temperature with formation of uronium bifluoride 5.  

 

Figure 12: The formation or release of urea 4 is energetically very favorable. 
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Figure 13: Deoxyfluorination of both electron-rich and electron-poor phenols can be accomplished with 

the PhenoFluor reagent. 

PhenoFluor-mediated deoxyfluorination tolerates a large number of functional groups and 

proceeds efficiently on both electron-poor and electron-rich arenes (Figure 13). The extensive 

substrate scope of the deoxyfluorination incited interest in the reaction mechanism of 

PhenoFluor-mediated deoxyfluorination early on during reaction development. 
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Figure 14: Steps associated with exergonic leaving group loss for a SNAr and an SN1 mechanism are 

highlighted in red on the respective energy diagrams. 

The highly favorable hydrolysis of PhenoFluor to the corresponding urea makes this reagent 

a good candidate for the coupling of a favorable leaving group release to an unfavorable or 

slow C–F bond formation step. A necessary condition for such a coupling is, however, that 

the exergonic urea formation step (leaving group loss) occurs concurrently to the potentially 

challenging C–F bond formation step. Alternatively, exergonic leaving group loss could occur 

prior to C–F bond formation via the creation of a high energy intermediate capable of facile 

C–F bond formation. A SNAr mechanism (Figure 14) would not account for an unusually 

large substrate scope through energetic coupling since exergonic leaving group loss occurs 

in a separate step that is decoupled from rate-limiting fluoride attack. An SN1 mechanism 

would allow for energetic coupling via the formation of a reactive intermediate; it was found 

early on in the development of PhenoFluor deoxyfluorination, however, that electron-poor 

phenols, which are less activated towards leaving group loss via an SN1 mechanism react 

faster than electron-rich phenols. 

 

A detailed investigation into the mechanism of PhenoFluor deoxyfluorination seemed 

necessary to explain how electron-rich phenols are rendered viable substrates for 
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nucleophilic displacement. SNAr reactions proceed efficiently with a wide range of 

nucleophiles but the need for the presence of strongly electron-withdrawing substituents on 

the arene severely restricts the scope of nucleophilic displacement reactions. Understanding 

the origin of the PhenoFluor reagent’s ability to push the substrate pool for nucleophilic 

displacement far beyond the usual bounds might allow the development of analogous 

transformations with other nucleophiles.  

 

Initial reaction between phenol substrates and PhenoFluor leads to uronium 5, in which the 

bifluoride anion forms a hydrogen-bond to a C–H bond on the imidazolium backbone. The 

large uronium cation ensures that 5 is soluble in the apolar reaction solvent toluene. The 

limited solubility of fluoride salts in organic solvents is a major challenge in the development 

of nucleophilic aromatic fluorination reactions. In SNAr reactions as well as reactions 

proceeding via a number of other mechanisms, the reaction rate is directly proportional to 

the concentration of fluoride in solution. Polar solvents such as DMSO, DMF or alcoholic 

solvents increase the solubility of most fluoride salts, but the strong interactions between 

fluoride anions and solvent molecules also contribute to the reaction barrier. Since partial 

desolvation of the nucleophile has to occur upon or prior to C–F bond formation the use of 

non-polar solvents that interact only weakly with fluoride nucleophiles would likely lead to 

lower reaction barriers but is commonly prevented by low fluoride solubility. The PhenoFluor 

reagent is not only able to convert simple starting materials such as phenols into viable 

substrates for nucleophilic displacement with fluoride, but the formation of reaction 

intermediates where a bulky, non-polar cation derived from the substrate stabilizes the 

(bi)fluoride nucleophile in solution in a non-polar solvent minimizes the contribution of 

fluoride desolvation to the reaction barrier. 
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CHAPTER 1: CONCERTED NUCLEOPHILIC AROMATIC 
SUBSTITUTION (CSNAR) WITH 19F− AND 18F− 

 

Nucleophilic aromatic substitution (SNAr) is widely used for the construction of 

functionalized aromatic molecules, and it is by far the most common method for the 

functionalization of arenes with 18F for use in PET imaging.158 A wide range of nucleophiles 

exhibit SNAr reactivity, and the operational simplicity of the reaction allows the transformation 

to be conducted reliably and on large scales.159 During SNAr, attack of a nucleophile at a 

carbon atom bearing a leaving group leads to a negatively charged intermediate called a 

Meisenheimer complex. But only arenes with electron-withdrawing substituents can 

sufficiently stabilize the build-up of negative charge during Meisenheimer complex formation, 

which limits the scope of SNAr reactions - most common SNAr substrates contain strong π-

acceptors in the ortho and/or para position.160 Here we present an unusual concerted 

nucleophilic aromatic substitution reaction (CSNAr) that is not limited to electron-poor arenes 

because it does not proceed through Meisenheimer intermediates. We show a phenol 

deoxyfluorination reaction for which concerted nucleophilic aromatic substitution (CSNAr) is 

favored over a stepwise displacement. Mechanistic insights enabled us to develop a 

functional-group-tolerant 18F-deoxyfluorination of phenols in high specific activity for the 

practical synthesis of 18F-PET probes. Selective 18F introduction, without the need for common 

but cumbersome azeotropic drying of 18F, can now be accomplished from phenols as starting 

materials, and provides access to 18F-labeled compounds not accessible through conventional 

chemistry. 

 

Nucleophilic aromatic substitution reactions generally take place via either an addition-

elimination or elimination-addition mechanism. Both two-step mechanisms display a high-

energy intermediate, either an aryne species (elimination-addition) or a Meisenheimer 

complex (addition-elimination).159,161 A concerted displacement of the leaving group by an 
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incoming nucleophile could avoid the formation of high-energy intermediates and thus 

broaden the scope of suitable electrophiles. Displacements at primary aliphatic centers, where 

charge build-up in a hypothetical SN1 mechanism is unfavorable, commonly take place via a 

concerted mechanism involving the σ* (Calkyl–LG) orbital (SN2 mechanism). For aromatic 

substrates a direct substitution pathway involving the σ* orbital of the arene–leaving group 

bond (σ* (Caryl–LG)) is deemed to be impossible: the σ* orbital is shielded because its large 

lobe points inwards into the arene ring (Figure 15A).162 Concerted SNAr substitutions via the 

π orbital framework are considered “possible but restricted to aromatic structures devoid of 

the ring activation to generate an intermediate sigma complex of some stability”.2 The 

intramolecular Newman-Kwart rearrangement has been reported to occur via concerted 

displacement for a wide range of arene substrates, albeit mostly with high activation barriers 

(35-43 kcal/mol) that reduce synthetic utility.163 We show here that the deoxyfluorination 

reaction of phenols with the reagent PhenoFluor (Figure 16B) reported by our group76,77 

proceeds via a concerted pathway with electron-rich as well as electron-poor substrates, and 

how a detailed mechanistic analysis enabled us to design a deoxyfluorination reaction of 

phenols with 18F. A concerted reaction with activation energies between 20 and 25 kcal/mol is 

observed because the concerted pathway is favored rather than because the classic two-step 

mechanism is disfavored, which sets our reaction apart from previous transformations that 

proceed with substantially higher activation barriers.158,160,163,164 Gas phase nucleophilic 

aromatic substitutions can take place by concerted nucleophile attack and loss of the leaving 

group but only isolated cases of intermolecular CSNAr reactions in solution or ionic melt have 

been reported.165-172  
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Figure 15: Comparison of orbital interactions and energy profiles in SNAr and CSNAr. A: The aromatic 

ring blocks the approach of the nucleophile to the σ*C-LG orbital; attack on the π-framework is feasible. 

B: The energy profiles of SNAr and CSNAr differ in the number of transition states and in the magnitude 

of the activation energies. C: Minimization of charge build-up in the transition state renders nucleophilic 

displacement feasible even on electron-rich arenes in CSNAr reactions. 

The orbital interactions involved in a concerted mechanism are similar to those of classical 

addition-elimination pathways, but the extent of bond-formation and -cleavage in the transition 
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state is crucially different: In the transition state of concerted nucleophilic aromatic substitution 

(CSNAr) both the nucleophile and leaving group are attached to the arene by partial rather 

than full bonds. Loss of the leaving group in the rate-determining step allows the negative 

charge associated with nucleophilic attack to be located on the incoming nucleophile and the 

departing leaving group, as opposed to the arene in conventional SNAr. We propose that 

selection of leaving groups and reaction conditions tailored to a concerted displacement make 

it possible to utilize the minimization of charge build-up on the arene to lower the activation 

barrier (Figure 15B), which expands the scope of electrophiles to include deactivated 

substrates that feature strong π-donors in the para-position (Figure 15C). The PhenoFluor-

mediated deoxyfluorination reaction allows the interconversion of 4-hydroxyanisole to 4-

fluoroanisole at only 110 °C76,77 – far below the temperature commonly observed for aromatic 

substitutions on unactivated arenes.160,163,164 
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Figure 16: Proposed mechanism of PhenoFluor-mediated deoxyfluorination. A Following formation of 

uronium intermediate 5, external CsF abstracts HF to form tetrahedral adduct 6, which undergoes 

concerted nucleophilic substitution via fluoride shift (Ar = 2,6-diisopropylphenyl). B The intrinsic reaction 

coordinate obtained from DFT calculations (B3LYP/6-31G(d), toluene solvent model) shows a single 

barrier between tetrahedral adduct 6 and reaction products (Ar = 2,6-diisopropylphenyl). Structures 

obtained from DFT calculations are shown for 6 and TS. ΔG‡ = 21.8 ± 0.2 kcalmol−1 was measured for 

the transformation of 6 to aryl fluoride and urea 4. C The primary 16O/18O kinetic isotope effect is 
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consistent with cleavage of the C–O bond during the rate-limiting step. Silylated phenols react with 

PhenoFluor to form tetrahedral intermediate 6 without added CsF. 

We propose a reaction sequence for the deoxyfluorination reaction in which fluoride attacks 

the imidazolium core of the reagent to yield tetrahedral intermediate 6 prior to participating in 

concerted displacement on the arene (Figure 16A); independently synthesized and 

characterized tetrahedral intermediate 6 is converted to aryl fluoride and urea 4 under the 

reaction condition (Figure 16B). A single transition state (TS) was localized in a DFT study 

(B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)), toluene solvent model) with partial bonds between the nucleophile 

and arene as well as the leaving group and the arene, the characteristic feature of a concerted 

transformation.173 An internal reaction coordinate analysis revealed that the transition state 

connects tetrahedral intermediate 6 to urea 4 and aryl fluoride, which excludes the existence 

of additional maxima along the reaction path (Figure 16B).  

 

Crucial to the proposal of a concerted substitution mechanism is that loss of the leaving group 

occurs concurrently with attack of the incoming nucleophile. The rate observed for the 

fluorination of 16O-4-phenyl-phenol is 1.08 ± 0.02 times as fast as the rate of fluorination of 

18O-4-phenyl-phenol, corresponding to a large primary kinetic isotope effect (Figure 16C).174 

A primary 16O/18O kinetic isotope effect shows that cleavage of the C−O bond (and therefore 

loss of the leaving group) occurs during the rate-determining step.173,175,176 
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Figure 17: A Hammett plot for the deoxyfluorination of para-substituted phenols at 110 °C. B 

Regioselective product formation occurs for substrates prone to nucleophilic attack at position b if 

arynes were formed.161,177  

The rate of deoxyfluorination with PhenoFluor is greater for electron-deficient than for electron-

rich substrates, and the continuity in the Hammett plot reveals that no change in mechanism 

or rate-determining step occurs when the electron density on the phenol is varied (Figure 17A). 

An SET mechanism, in which an electron is transferred from the phenol arene to the positively 

charged imidazolium core, is inconsistent with the observed Hammett plot: For rate-

determining electron transfer, reaction rates should be fastest for electron-rich substrates, 

which is not the case. SET occurring under pre-equilibrium conditions followed by rate-

determining fluoride attack, in which case a positive ρ-value would be expected, is unlikely 

due to the primary 16O/18O isotope effect. Fast and reversible fluoride attack followed by rate-

limiting expulsion of the leaving group would give rise to a negative ρ-value in the Hammett 

plot. The regiospecificity of the deoxyfluorination reaction discounts an aryne mechanism 

(Figure 17B). 
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Eyring plots were constructed for a selection of substrates, which revealed ΔG‡ = 20.3 ± 0.1 

kcalmol−1 for 4-nitrophenol, ΔG‡ = 21.0 ± 0.2 kcalmol−1 for 4-cyanophenol, ΔG‡ = 21.2 ± 0.5 

kcalmol−1 for 4-trifluoromethylphenol and, ΔG‡ = 23.4 ± 0.2 kcalmol−1 for phenol, respectively. 

Computational activation barriers ΔG‡ = 20.8 kcalmol−1 for 4-nitrophenol and ΔG‡ = 25.0 

kcalmol−1 for phenol are in good agreement with the experimental values. Compared to 

classical SNAr reactions, the increase in activation energies as the aromatic system becomes 

more electron-rich is far less pronounced for concerted SNAr reactions, which is also apparent 

from the smaller Hammett ρ-values; conventional SNAr reactions have ρ-values ranging from 

3 to 8, compared to 1.8 for the CSNAr reaction reported here (Figure 17B).165 Limited 

delocalization of negative charge onto the aromatic substrate in the transition state can thus 

extend the scope of nucleophilic aromatic substitution to electron-rich substrates. 

 

Why is the barrier for CSNAr in the presented deoxyfluorination low relative to hypothetical 

SNAr reactions on electron-rich arenes? Firstly, facile loss of the leaving group is crucial for a 

concerted nucleophilic aromatic substitution reaction.178 Unlike in a two-step sequence, where 

a second smaller activation barrier is associated with loss of the leaving group, a concerted 

transformation has a single barrier to which both nucleophilic attack, disruption of aromaticity, 

and loss of the leaving group contribute. A neutral leaving group (urea 4) will aid in stabilizing 

the partial negative charge which resides on both the nucleophile and the leaving group in the 

transition state.178 An earlier transition state with a lower reaction barrier will occur for CSNAr 

reactions if loss of the leaving group is energetically favorable.158 Formation of urea 4 is highly 

exergonic, and because partial C−O cleavage occurs in the transition state, the exergonicity 

of the overall transformation is expected to lower the activation barrier for deoxyfluorination, 

an effect also apparent in the 18F displacement of arenes from triarylsulfonium salts.178 

Compared to the Newman-Kwart rearrangement, which can take place on substrates 
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deactivated by electron-donating substituents, the PhenoFluor mediated deoxyfluorination 

proceeds with considerably lower reaction barriers, likely due to the higher enthalpic gain 

associated with leaving group loss. Secondly, rearrangement of solvent molecules is 

commonly a large contributor to the activation barriers of nucleophilic aromatic substitutions, 

particularly when anionic nucleophiles are employed.179 Association of the (bi)fluoride 

nucleophile with the cationic uronium 5 solubilizes the nucleophile in the non-polar solvent 

toluene, and can subsequently form neutral tetrahedral adduct 6. We propose that the 

contribution of solvation to the activation barrier is small because neither the associated 

reaction partners nor the transition state carry an overall charge and little nuclear motion is 

required to proceed from 6 to TS. Computational data suggests that the use of a non-polar 

solvent favors the occurrence of a concerted deoxyfluorination reaction (Figure 61 and Figure 

62).  

 

18F-Fluoride is a desirable nucleophile for the development of CSNAr reactions, particularly 

concerted deoxyfluorination: Phenols are easily accessible and their high polarity facilitates 

purification of aryl fluoride product from phenol starting material.148 However, in addition to the 

two equivalents of fluorine inherent to PhenoFluor itself, additional fluoride must be added for 

efficient deoxyfluorination (Figure 18A), which, a priori, renders PhenoFluor-mediated 

deoxyfluorination effectively useless for 18F chemistry. Even attempts towards a low-specific 

activity radiodeoxyfluorination initially proved fruitless: Both isolated reaction intermediate 5 

(and derivatives featuring different counteranions) and tetrahedral intermediate 6 did not react 

with external 18F-fluoride to yield 18F-aryl fluoride products (Figure 18B, C). Mechanistic work 

(Figure 55) revealed that fluoride was not incorporated into tetrahedral intermediate 6 via 

attack by external fluoride on uronium 5 or anion metathesis; instead the fluoride on the aryl 

fluoride originated from PhenoFluor. We thus devised a strategy to alter the mechanism of 

fluoride incorporation into 6 to access 18F-6 in high specific activity: While anion exchange of 

8 with 18F does not occur in solution, productive anion exchange occurs on an anion exchange 
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cartridge (Figure 18D).   

 

Figure 18: A CsF abstracts HF from the HF2 counteranion: without CsF, deoxyfluorination occurs via a 

different mechanism in which HF2 attacks the arene. DFT studies reveal that the barrier for C–F bond 

formation is 6.0 kcal/mol lower with a fluoride instead of a bifluoride nucleophile (see Figure 49). B 

Treatment of uronium 5 with 18F does not give aryl fluoride due to the lack of anion exchange between 

X and 18F-fluoride in solution. C No 18F incorporation is observed. D Anion exchange with extraneous 

fluoride takes place on an anion exchange cartridge (Ar =2,6-diisopropylphenyl). 

18F-Fluoride is typically prepared by proton bombardment of 18O-H2O, and 18F-fluoride is 

subsequently trapped on an ion exchange cartridge. Elution of the radioisotope is commonly 

achieved with an aqueous solution of a base.175 Here we can use uronium 8 directly for elution 

of 18F-fluoride from the anion exchange cartridge. Uronium 8 can readily be prepared from 
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chloroimidazolium chloride 7 and a suitable phenol and used after simple filtration. The elution 

procedure obviates the need for azeotropic drying of 18F-fluoride, and subsequent heating of 

the resulting solution of 18F-6 directly provides aryl fluoride.  

 

No special care is required to exclude air or moisture from the 18F-deoxyfluorination reaction, 

and the radiolabeled product can be conveniently separated from the reaction precursor. A 

wide variety of functional groups including amines and phenols as well as thioethers and 

amides are tolerated, and arenes as well as heteroarenes undergo radio-deoxyfluorination 

with high radiochemical conversion (Figure 19). Substrates containing carboxylic acids did not 

undergo 18F-deoxyfluorination because carboxylic acids inhibit the formation of uronium 5. 

Competing nucleophilic aromatic substitution of activated chloride does not occur under the 

reaction conditions. Classical SNAr chemistry is the most widely applied method for the 

synthesis of PET probes but suffers from a very limited reaction scope, and protic functional 

groups are commonly not tolerated. Modern methods,68,148-150,154 while capable of introducing 

18F-fluoride into a more diverse range of structures, often suffer from the need for complex 

starting materials, operating- or purification procedures. Heterocycles are present in many 

bioactive compounds but are often problematic substrates for metal-mediated fluorination 

protocols with 18F; several heterocycles undergo PhenoFluor deoxyfluorination with high 

radiochemical conversion. To highlight the operational simplicity of 18F-deoxyfluorination, 18F-

5-fluorobenzofurazan was synthesized from 34 mCi aqueous 18F-fluoride and subjected to 

HPLC purification. Within 34 minutes from the end of bombardment, 9.3 mCi of isolated and 

purified 18F-5-fluorobenzofurazan could be obtained in 27% non-decay-corrected 

radiochemical yield (RCY) with a specific activity of 3.03 Ci  mol-1. 
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Figure 19: Deoxyfluorination of phenols and heterophenols with 18F. A Decay-corrected radiochemical 

conversions were determined by comparing the amount of 18F incorporated into the product to the 

amount of 18F not incorporated.  

We have established that tetrahedral intermediate 6 is in equilibrium with uronium fluoride 9 

(Figure 20, Figure 43). Clean first order decay of 6 was observed in the presence of added 
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fluoride, but a marked deviation from first order kinetics was observed for the deoxyfluorination 

of silylated phenols in the absence of added fluoride. Hence, the fluoride anion in 6 likely 

engages in unproductive processes, such as precipitation or other fluoride sequestrations. In 

19F deoxyfluorination, excess CsF negates such potential side reactions, but for 

radiofluorination, fluoride is present in small quantities (nmol).  

 

Figure 20: Electron-rich phenols will result in a smaller equilibrium constant K, resulting in fluoride 

expulsion and decomposition before productive deoxyfluorination from tetrahedral intermediate 18F-6 

can occur. (Ar =2,6- diisopropylphenyl). 

For most compounds shown in Figure 19, potential decomposition of 6 does not disrupt 

productive fluorination, but when more electron-rich phenols are employed, the equilibrium 

constant K between 9 and tetrahedral intermediate 6 decreases. We have already shown that 

more electron-rich substrates can afford acceptable radiochemical conversions, when the 

conversion is based on soluble fluoride (Figure 20). While fluoride sequestration from 6 

currently precludes the isolation of electron-rich 18F aryl fluorides in high radiochemical yields, 

efficient C−18F bond formation bodes well for mechanism-based strategies to increase K, that 

would render electron-rich arenes accessible. 
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Mechanism Experiments 

Hammett Plot 

A Hammett correlation was obtained using A) σ and B) σ− values for the ArX 

substituents in the deoxyfluorination of para-X-phenols.180 Reaction rates were determined 

by following the formation of aryl fluoride products by 19F-NMR. Aliquots were removed from 

the reaction mixture at regular intervals and stopped by addition of acetone. 1,4-

Difluorobenzene was added to serve as an internal standard for analysis by 19F-NMR (19F-

NMR shift δ = −139.0 ppm in toluene). PhenoFluor and phenol substrates react rapidly at 

room temperature to form uronium intermediates 5, which then undergoes a first order 

transformation to aryl fluoride and urea 4. A better Hammett correlation was obtained when 

σ (Figure 21) rather than σ− values (Figure 22) for the X substituents were used, which is in 

line with the proposal that minimal delocalization of negative charge on to the arene occurs 

in the transition state. Hammett σ values are based upon the effect of substituents on the 

pKa of benzoic acids and therefore only include the electronic effect of the substituent that is 

transmitted via the σ-framework of the arene. The σ− scale, on the other hand, is based on 

the ionization of para-substituted phenols and includes resonance (de)stabilization effects of 

the substituent transmitted via the π-framework of the arene.181,182  

log(kArX) – log(kArH) = σ * ρ 

para-

substituent 

σ σ− 

NO2 0.78 1.27 

C(O)Me 0.5 0.874 

Br 0.23 0.23 

H 0 0 

Me −0.17 −0.17 

OMe −0.27 −0.27 

NH2 −0.66 −0.66 

A) 
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Figure 21: Hammett correlation using the σ-value of the para-substituent of the phenol. 

B) 

 

Figure 22: Hammett correlation using the σ−-value of the para-substituent of the phenol. 

Eyring Plots 

Rate constants for the deoxyfluorination of phenol, 4-cyanophenol, 4-
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of temperatures by following aryl fluoride formation by 19F-NMR. 1,4-Difluorobenzene ( = 

−139.0 ppm in toluene) was used as an internal standard and yields were determined by 

comparing the integration of the aryl fluoride signal to the integration of the internal standard. 

Chemical shifts of aryl fluoride products: fluorobenzene ( = −113.1 ppm in toluene), 4-

fluorobenzonitrile ( = −103.4 ppm in toluene), 4-trifluoromethylfluorobenzene ( = −107.2 

ppm in toluene), 4-nitrofluorobenzene ( = −103.2 ppm in toluene). 

ln(k/T) = − ΔH‡/R × 1/T + ln(kB/h) + ΔS‡/R 

kB ……. Planck’s constant 

R …….. gas constant 

ΔH‡ was determined from the slope and ΔS‡ was determined from the intercept of a plot of 

ln(k/T) versus 1/T. ΔG‡ was determined from the reaction rate at 383 K, which was derived 

from the trendline of the Eyring plot. An error analysis was performed for ΔH‡, ΔS‡ and ΔG‡ 

using a 95% confidence interval. 
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Phenol: 

  

Figure 23: Rates for the deoxyfluorination of phenol at a range of temperatures. 

  

Figure 24: Eyring plot for phenol. 
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ΔH‡ = 20.9 ± 3.8 kcalmol−1 

ΔS‡ = − 6.4 ± 11 calK−1mol−1 

ΔG‡ (110 ºC) = 23.4 ± 0.19 kcalmol−1 

4-cyanophenol: 

 

Figure 25: Rates for the deoxyfluorination of 4-cyanophenol at a range of temperatures. 
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Figure 26: Eyring plot for 4-cyanophenol. 
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4-nitrophenol: 

  

Figure 27: Rates for the deoxyfluorination of 4-nitrophenol at a range of temperatures.  

  

Figure 28: Eyring plot for 4-nitrophenol. 
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ΔS‡ = − 26.5 ± 5.5 calK−1mol−1 

ΔG‡ (110 ºC) = 20.3 ± 0.10 kcalmol−1 

4-Trifluoromethylphenol 

  

Figure 29: Eyring plot for 4-trifluoromethylphenol. 
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Trimethylsilylphenoxide 

 

Figure 30: Rates for the deoxyfluorination of trimethylsilylphenoxide at a range of temperatures. 

  

Figure 31: Eyring plot for trimethylsilylphenoxide. 
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ΔH‡ = 30.4 ± 8.9 kcalmol−1 

ΔS‡ = 22.6 ± 25 calK−1mol−1 

ΔG‡ (110 ºC) = 21.8 ± 0.23 kcalmol−1 

Table 2: Experimental thermodynamic data for a range of phenol derivatives. 

     

 

ΔG‡ (kcalmol−1) 23.4 ± 0.19 21.0 ± 0.16 20.3 ± 0.10 21.8 ± 0.23 

ΔH‡ (kcalmol−1) 20.9 ± 3.8 11.2 ± 1.6 10.2 ± 1.6 30.4 ± 8.9 

ΔS‡ 

(calK−1mol−1) 

(calK−1mol−1) 

- 6.36 ± 11 - 25.9 ± 5.0 - 26.5 ± 5.0 22.6 ± 25 

Isokinetic Relationship 

When a series of structurally related substrates undergo the same reaction and the 

enthalpies and entropies of activation satisfy the relation 

ΔH‡ = β×ΔS‡ + constant 

where β is a temperature-independent proportionality constant, the reaction is said to obey 

an isokinetic relationship. Direct correlation of ln(k/T) versus T-1 is a more reliable indicator 

for the presence of an isokinetic relationship than a correlation between the enthalpies and 

entropies of activation. Values for ΔH‡ and ΔS‡ are interdependent because they are derived 

from the same set of reaction rate data, which means that when entropies and enthalpies of 

activation are plotted against one another, a spurious correlation may be observed between 

ΔH‡ and ΔS‡ that has no chemical significance. Because reaction rates were observed over 

a considerable temperature range, the intersection of the Eyring plots (Figure 32) and the 

linear enthalpy/entropy relationship (Figure 33) is likely to be meaningful and indicates 

presence of an isokinetic relationship.183 
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Figure 32: Isokinetic relationship for the deoxyfluorination of phenol. 

The isokinetic temperature is 500 K from the intersection of the Eyring plots of the individual 

substrates. 
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Figure 33: Isokinetic relationship for the deoxyfluorination of phenols established via an 

enthalpy/entropy correlation. 

Isokinetic temperature determined from the slope of an enthalpy/entropy correlation of 

phenol, 4-cyanophenol, 4-nitrophenol and 4-trifluoromethylphenol: β = 564 K (Figure 33). 

At T = β, the rates of all substrates comprised in the isokinetic relationship are the same, which 

can be verified by computing ΔG‡ for different members of the series at the isokinetic 

temperature (Table 3). 

Table 3: ΔG‡ calculated from the trendline of the respective Eyring plots at the value for the isokinetic 

temperatures obtained from the intersection of Eyring plots, the value determined from the 

entropy/enthalpy correlation as well as at the average of the two values.  

 ΔH‡ 

(kcalm

ol−1) 

ΔS‡ (calK−1mol−1) ΔG‡ (564K) ΔG‡ (500K) ΔG‡ (533K) 

Phenol 20.9 − 6.36 24.6 24.2 24.4 

4-cyanophenol 11.2 − 25.4 25.6 23.9 24.8 

4-nitrophenol 10.2 − 26.5 25.2 23.5 24.3 

4-CF3-phenol 14.9 − 16.6 24.2 23.1 23.7 

 

Above the isokinetic temperature the relative rates in a sequence of substrates are reversed, 

i.e. at T > β the deoxyfluorination of phenol proceeds at a faster rate than the 

deoxyfluorination of 4-nitrophenol. Given the reversal in relative rates of a sequence of 

substrates at the isokinetic temperature, Hammett ρ-values are dependent on the 

experimental temperature and decrease in value as the temperature approaches β.184,185 

Since the isokinetic temperature is not far removed from the optimized reaction temperature 

for the PhenoFluor-mediated deoxyfluorination, the observed ρ-value is small. The small β 

and ρ-values are accountable for the wide substrate scope of the nucleophilic displacement 

in the sense that substantial enthalpy/entropy compensation decreases the effect on ΔG‡ 

originating from an increase in ΔH‡ as the phenol substrates become more electron-rich. 
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Despite the minimization of charge build-up on the arene during concerted nucleophilic 

substitution, ΔH‡ for the deoxyfluorination of phenols increases substantially in going from 4-

nitrophenol to phenol (blue columns, Figure 34). For the same series, however, ΔS‡ 

becomes less negative (more favorable) as the arene becomes more electron-rich (red 

columns, Figure 34). The combination of those two trends leads to an only modest increase 

in ΔG‡ in going from 4-nitrophenol to phenol (green columns, Figure 34). Conventional SNAr 

reactions, on the other hand, commonly have ρ-values between 3 and 8 and ΔG‡ increases 

rapidly as the arene substrates become more electron-rich. 

 

Figure 34: Considerable enthalpy-entropy compensation leads to an only modest increase in ΔG‡ as 

the phenol substrates become more electron-rich. 
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16O/18O Kinetic Isotope Effect 

  

Figure 35: The primary kinetic isotope effect indicates that C–O bond cleavage occurs in the rate-

determining step of the deoxyfluorination. 

Deoxyfluorination of 16O-([1,1'-biphenyl]-4-yloxy)trimethylsilane (100% isotopic purity) and 

18O-([1,1'-biphenyl]-4-yloxy)trimethylsilane (94% isotopic purity) with PhenoFluor was 

conducted and the reaction rates were determined by monitoring product formation by 19F-

NMR. The reaction conditions were modified compared to the standard reaction conditions 

in order to conduct the kinetic analysis of a homogenous solution. Through the use of the 

silylated phenol substrate, addition of CsF was not necessary for the achievement of 

acceptable reaction rates and high conversion. Tetrahedral intermediate 2 is formed directly 

when a silylated phenol is mixed with PhenoFluor, rather than being slowly released through 

the action of CsF, as is the case when phenols are utilized. 1,4-Difluorobenzene was used 

as an internal standard to determine the reaction conversion. As the reaction progresses, 

1,4-difluorobenzene (internal standard, 19F-NMR  = −139.0 ppm in dioxane), 4-phenyl-

fluorobenzene ( = −116.3 ppm), PhenoFluor ( = −33.9 ppm) as well as tetrahedral 

intermediate 6 ( = −12.9 ppm) were observed by 19F-NMR. 

In a dry box, 16O-([1,1'-biphenyl]-4-yloxy)trimethylsilane (31.0 mg, 0.128 mmol, 1.00 equiv) 

or 18O-([1,1'-biphenyl]-4-yloxy)trimethylsilane (31.2 mg, 0.128 mmol, 1.00 equiv), PhenoFluor 

(60.0 mg, 0.141 mmol, 1.10 equiv) and 1,4-difluorobenzene (12.6 l, 0.128 mmol, 1.00 

equiv) were dissolved in dioxane (9.0 ml). After vigorous shaking of the reaction vial, 2 ml of 

the reaction mixture were transferred into a dried NMR tube. A further 2 ml of the reaction 

mixture was added to another NMR tube and the NMR tubes were fitted with a screw cap. 

Four NMR tubes, two of which containing the reaction mixture for the deoxyfluorination of 

16O-([1,1'-biphenyl]-4-yloxy)trimethylsilane and two containing the reaction mixture for the 
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deoxyfluorination of 18O-([1,1'-biphenyl]-4-yloxy)trimethylsilane were removed from the dry 

box and heated at 50 C in an oil bath. At regular intervals, the NMR tubes were removed 

from heat and 19F-NMR spectra were acquired to analyze the reaction progress. Yields of 

the deoxyfluorination reaction at each given time point was determined by comparing the 

peak area of the 19F-NMR signal corresponding to the fluorinated reaction product (4-phenyl-

fluorobenzene, 19F-NMR signal at –116.3 ppm in dioxane) to that of the internal standard 

(1,4-difluorobenzene, 19F-NMR signal at –139.0 ppm in dioxane). The isotopic purity of the 

18O–labeled starting material was established by comparing the GCMS trace of 18O-([1,1'-

biphenyl]-4-yloxy)trimethylsilane to that of 16O-([1,1'-biphenyl]-4-yloxy)trimethylsilane.  

 

Figure 36: Deoxyfluorination rates for 16O and 18O substrate (see Figure 35), experiment 1. 
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18O-phenol substrate 

 k1 = 0.001390 min−1 (sample 1) 

 k2 = 0.001378 min−1 (sample 2) 

  average: 0.001384 min−1 

 rate ratio: 1.104 

  

Figure 37: Deoxyfluorination rates for 16O and 18O substrate (see Figure 35), experiment 2. 
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 k2 = 0.001374 min−1 (sample 2) 

  average: 0.0014115 min−1 

 rate ratio: 1.115 

  

Figure 38: Deoxyfluorination rates for 16O and 18O substrate (see Figure 35), experiment 3. 
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Figure 39: Deoxyfluorination rates for 16O and 18O substrate (see Figure 35), experiment 4. 
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Figure 40: Deoxyfluorination rates for 16O and 18O substrate (see Figure 35), experiment 5. 
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Figure 41: Deoxyfluorination rates for 16O and 18O substrate (see Figure 35), experiment 6. 
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Tetrahedral adduct 6 

By DFT, minima for 4 tetrahedral adducts and uronium species were found; the HF2 

tetrahedral adduct 5A could not be observed experimentally because the equilibrium is 

heavily biased towards uronium 5 (Figure 42). By DFT (B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p), uronium 5 

was found to be 4.0 kcal/mol lower in energy than HF2 tetrahedral adduct 5A. 

  

 

Figure 42: Synthesis of uronium 5. 

With a fluoride counteranion, the equilibrium position favors either tetrahedral adduct 6 or 

uronium fluoride 9, depending on the polarity of the solvent. Tetrahedral adduct 6 could be 

formed essentially quantitatively in benzene; 1H-NMR analysis shows small amounts of urea 

4 as the only side product (PhenoFluor is hydrolyzed to urea 4 in the presence of water). 

When the sample is evaporated under reduced pressure and a second 1H-NMR spectrum is 

recorded in CD2Cl2, only uronium 9 was observed. Uronium 9 was also observed by NMR 

when PhenoFluor and trimethylsilylphenoxide were mixed in CD2Cl2 (Figure 43). When 

CD2Cl2 is removed, however, and the sample is dissolved in benzene-d6 or toluene-d8, 

tetrahedral adduct 6 is observed by 1H-NMR. If the sample is dissolved in acetone-d6, 

MeCN-d3 or DMSO-d6, on the other hand, only uronium 9 could be detected by 1H-NMR. 

Tetrahedral adduct 6 was also found to be stable in Et2O-d10, but the poor solubility of 6 

rendered this solvent less practical for NMR experiments than benzene-d6 or toluene-d8. The 

equilibrium position is also shifted from 6 to 9 when more electron-rich phenols are used.   
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Figure 43: Synthesis of tetrahedral adduct 6. 

We have observed the presence of a combination of tetrahedral adduct 6 and uronium 

fluoride 9 in a 3:1 ratio at room temperature in dioxane. Both signals appear at chemical 

shifts comparable to the pure uronium fluoride and tetrahedral adducts observed in other 

solvents and upon raising the temperature of the solution to 50°C, no appreciable 

broadening or coalescence of the signals was observed. The lack of signal broadening or 

coalescence suggest that, at least in dioxane, spectra were acquired in the slow exchange 

regime. To exclude that differing rates of exchange in other solvents under discussion would 

mask a spectrum averaged through chemical exchange, we acquired NMR data in a 10:1 

mixture of benzene-d6 and CD2Cl2: a 1:10 mixture of tetrahedral adduct and uronium fluoride 

was observed. We have found that there exists a good correlation between the dielectric 

constant of the solvent and the concentration of tetrahedral adduct 6 and uronium fluoride 9 

present in solution (Table 4). 
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Table 4: Correlation between the dielectric constant of the solvent and the predominant species 

observed in solution. The very limited solubility of the uronium species in diethylether may explain this 

apparent divergence from the expected trend. Precipitate was detected at the bottom of the NMR tube 

during the experiment. 

Solvent ε (for the non-deuterated solvent) Species observed 

DMSO-d6 47.2 9 

MeCN-d3 37.5 9 

Acetone-d6 20.7 9 

CD2Cl2 8.93 9 

Et2O-d10 4.33 6 

Toluene-d8 2.38 6 

Benzene-d6 2.27 6 

Dioxane 2.25 9 : 6 = 1 : 3 

CD2Cl2 : Benzene-d6 = 1 : 10  9 : 6 = 10 : 1 

 

Under the standard conditions for PhenoFluor-mediated deoxyfluorination, uronium 5 is the 

observed species and conversion of the bifluoride to the fluoride counteranion occurs slowly 

under the influence of the poorly added CsF base. Tetrahedral adduct 6 or uronium 9 were 

only observed when a fluoride scavenger is added to the reaction. Given the instability of 

tetrahedral adduct 6 and the slow anion exchange of PhenoFluor derived uronium ions (see 

section ‘The Role of CsF), we believe the slow formation of 6 from 5 is crucial for the 

extension of the substrate scope to electron-rich substrates. Under the reaction conditions 

used for the 18F-deoxyfluorination, tetrahedral adduct 6 is formed directly rather than through 

slow release from uronium 5 under the influence of a base. The limited stability of tetrahedral 

adduct 6 in the case of electron-rich phenols is therefore the likely cause why such 

substrates fail to incorporate 18F.  
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Figure 44: Structures for tetrahedral intermediates and uronium species (B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p), 

toluene continuous solvent model). Hydrogens not involved in hydrogen bonds to fluoride were omitted 

for clarity. 

The stability of tetrahedral adduct 6 was studied in various solvents and rapid decay to urea 
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4 was observed in many cases. The activation barrier for the transformation of tetrahedral 

adduct 6 to aryl fluoride and urea 4 in toluene was obtained by studying the rate of 

fluorobenzene formation from trimethylsilylphenoxide at a range of temperatures (see 

Section on Eyring plots, page 49):  

ΔG‡ (110 ºC) = 21.8 ± 0.23 kcal×mol-1 

The corresponding activation barrier for PhenoFluor mediated deoxyfluorination of phenol at 

110 ºC:  

ΔG‡ (110 ºC) = 23.4 ± 0.19 kcal×mol-1. 
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Role of added CsF 

Fluoride versus bifluoride pathway 

The optimized conditions for PhenoFluor mediated deoxyfluorination of phenols 

include 2 equivalents of fluoride contained in the reagent as well as 3 equivalents of 

additional CsF. The origin of the fluoride atom incorporated into the aryl fluoride product was 

therefore unclear at the outset of the mechanistic investigation and three generalized 

mechanistic schemes were considered. Upon formation of uronium intermediate 5 the two 

fluoride atoms originally bound to PhenoFluor reagent are part of the bifluoride counteranion 

of the uronium intermediate. Fluorination could thus proceed with either the bifluoride 

counteranion or the added cesium fluoride acting as the nucleophile. By DFT, energy 

minima for tetrahedral intermediates containing either bifluoride or fluoride could be localized 

and the fluoride containing tetrahedral intermediate 6 could also be observed experimentally. 

 

Figure 45: Generalized mechanism for deoxyfluorination. 

If bifluoride acted as the nucleophile in the deoxyfluorination reaction, conversion of the 

tetrahedral adduct to aryl fluoride and urea 4 could conceivably occur via either a four- or a 

six-membered transition state. For a fluoride nucleophile, only a four-membered transition 

state is possible for a concerted pathway. DFT reaction coordinates could be obtained both 

for a fluoride-mediated reaction and a bifluoride mediated reaction proceeding via a 4-
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membered transition state. All attempts to localize a transition state structure for a six-

membered transition state with a bifluoride nucleophile failed. We attempted to localize such 

a transition state using a scan of the potential energy surface, QST2 and QST3 calculations 

as well as optimizations of several reasonable guesses for the transition state, but in all cases 

the calculations either failed or rearranged to a 4-membered transition state.186,187 Guesses 

for a six-membered transition state were manually generated from optimized structures of 

transition state TS (through addition of HF), tetrahedral intermediate 5A or the four-membered 

transition state found for the bifluoride nucleophile. 

 

Figure 46: Fluoride versus bifluoride pathway. 

Experimentally it was observed that simple heating of isolated uronium salts in the absence 

of added CsF led to sluggish formation of aryl fluoride products and low conversions (Figure 
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46A, B).76 Yields of PhenoFluor mediated deoxyfluorination reactions were significantly 

lower in the absence of added CsF (Figure 46C). Given that uronium formation proceeds 

rapidly at ambient temperature in the absence of added fluoride, the role of CsF cannot be to 

act as a base, which facilitates deprotonation of the phenol to form the uronium intermediate. 

DFT energy profiles for fluoride and bifluoride mediated pathways 

Energy profiles of PhenoFluor mediated deoxygenation were created using structures 

optimized at B3LYP 6-31G(d) level using a toluene continuous solvent model with single 

point energies obtained using a 6-311++G(d,p) basis set.188 All structures relevant to the 

proposed reaction mechanism for the deoxyfluorination of phenol were subsequently re-

optimized using a 6-311++G(d,p) basis set with a toluene continuous solvent model. 

Reaction profiles were constructed for three potential mechanisms and internal reaction 

coordinates were obtained to verify that no significant intermediates or transition states were 

neglected. To simplify comparison, the energy of the lowest energy reaction intermediate 

prior to the transition state was set to zero for all three energy profiles. 
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Fluoride pathway: 

 

Figure 47: DFT energy profile for the fluoride pathway in the presence of added CsF. 
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Figure 48: DFT energy profile for the fluoride pathway in the absence of added CsF. 
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Bifluoride pathway (4-membered transition state): 

 

Figure 49: DFT energy profiles for the bifluoride pathway proceeding via a 4-membered TS. 

Two variants are presented for a pathway with a fluoride nucleophile: the first energy profile 

shows deoxyfluorination in the presence of fluoride and the second energy profile 

corresponds to fluorination in the absence of CsF. The fluoride pathway has an activation 

energy of 24 kcal/mol in the presence and 44 kcal/mol in the absence of fluoride. The third 

energy profile corresponds to deoxyfluorination with a bifluoride nucleophile. The activation 

energy calculated for this pathway is 30 kcal/mol. Energies obtained from structures 

optimized using a 6-311++G(d,p) basis set (blue) and structures optimized using a 6-31G(d) 

basis set and single point energies calculated using a 6-311++G(d,p) basis set (red) are 

both displayed for all structures. 
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Comparison of the activation energies of the different pathways shows that two different 

pathways are operative depending on whether or not CsF is added to the reaction mixture. 

Fluoride serves the nucleophile, which attacks the arene as long as CsF is present to 

convert uronium 5 to tetrahedral adduct 6. The activation energy for the transformation is 24 

kcal/mol in the presence of CsF. In the absence of CsF, the pathway involving a fluoride 

nucleophile is 44 kcal/mol and fluorination via a fluoride nucleophile cannot occur. Instead, 

deoxyfluorination in the absence of added CsF occurs via attack of bifluoride on the arene 

(with an activation energy of 30 kcal/mol). The calculated values for the activation energy 

are consistent with the difference in reaction efficiency in the presence and absence of CsF 

additive (Figure 46). Furthermore, the activation energy for the fluoride pathway is in accord 

with the experimental value obtained from the Eyring plot for the deoxyfluorination of phenol: 

ΔG‡ (110 ºC) = 23.4 ± 0.19 kcal×mol-1. 

Intrinsic reaction coordinates (IRC) were calculated to ensure that nucleophilic displacement 

on the arene is indeed a concerted transformation without a local minimum corresponding to 

a Meisenheimer intermediate (Figure 50 and 51). An IRC is generated by following the 

gradient downhill from the transition state to ensure that it interconnects reactants and 

products. Since the gradient is zero in the transition state (it is a stationary point), the IRC 

calculation is initiated by displacing the geometry along the normal mode associated with an 

imaginary frequency. IRCs interconnecting tetrahedral adducts, transition states and 

reaction products were obtained for both fluoride and bifluoride nucleophiles using a 6-

31G(d) basis set (see Figure 60 for an intrinsic reaction coordinate using a toluene 

continuous solvent model): 
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Figure 50: IRC with a fluoride nucleophile (B3LYP/6-31G(d)). 

 

Figure 51: IRC with a bifluoride nucleophile (B3LYP/6-31G(d)).  
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Figure 52: Enthalpy (H) and free energy (G) profile for the deoxyfluorination of phenol (B3LYP/6-

311++G(d,p), toluene continuous solvent model).  

A deoxyfluorination mechanism that proceeds via a 4-membered transition state with fluoride 

acting as the nucleophile is consistent with both experimental and DFT data. Frequency 

calculations using a 6-311++G(d,p) basis set where used to calculate the thermal 

corrections at 383 K and obtain ΔG‡, ΔS‡ and ΔG‡ (Figure 52). The free energy of activation 

derived from DFT experiments for a CsF-mediated pathway with a fluoride nucleophile is 25 

kcal/mol. The experimental value derived from the Eyring plot for the deoxyfluorination of 

phenol is: ΔG‡ (110 ºC) = 23.4 ± 0.19 kcal×mol-1 (Figure 24). The fee energy of activation 

calculated for the deoxyfluorination of 4-nitrophenol (B3LYP/6-31G) of ΔG‡ = 20.8 kcal×mol-1 

is in good agreement with the experimentally derived value of ΔG‡ (110 ºC) = 20.3 ± 0.10 

kcal×mol-1 (Figure 28). 

Entry points to a fluoride pathway 

With fluoride being established as the active nucleophile for the deoxyfluorination in 

the presence of CsF, three mechanisms were considered, which differ in the origin of the 
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fluoride being incorporated into the product. We differentiated between ‘external’ 

mechanisms in which uronium 5 reacts with free fluoride in solution to form tetrahedral 

adduct 6 and ‘internal’ mechanisms, where an uronium fluoride reacts with its own 

counteranion to form neural tetrahedral adduct 6. The latter mechanistic proposal is further 

subdivided by how the uronium intermediate obtains a fluoride counteranion. External 

fluoride is drawn in red throughout Figure 53 to highlight that in cases 1 and 2 the fluoride 

incorporated into the aryl fluoride product originates with CsF, while in case 3, it originates 

with the PhenoFluor reagent. 

 

Figure 53: Three potential mechanisms for the conversion of 5 to 6 under the influence of CsF additive. 

Without added CsF the rate of the deoxyfluorination reaction is considerably lower, but when 

the bifluoride counteranion of uronium 5 (the fluoride equivalents originating with the 

reagent) is exchanged for a counteranion other than fluoride or bifluoride, no reaction is 

observed (Figure 54). While added CsF is helpful to the progress of the reaction, the fluoride 

contained in the bifluoride counteranion was found to be crucial – all effort to replace it (with 
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any anion except fluoride) have always led to uronium salts that could not be converted to 

aryl fluoride products. Pathway 1 (external attack) can be excluded because neither CsF nor 

other fluoride sources (including soluble fluoride sources) can convert uronium salts with 

anions other than fluoride or bifluoride to aryl fluorides (Figure 53). External fluoride does not 

seem to be capable of attacking uronium salts to form tetrahedral adducts (which lead to the 

formation of aryl fluoride products). 

  

Figure 54: Uronium anions with non-coordinating counteranions do not undergo fluorination in the 

presence of external fluoride sources. 

Experiments with 18F-labeled fluoride were used to differentiate between pathways 2 (internal, 

anion metathesis) and 3 (internal, anion interconversion) (Figure 55). 
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Figure 55: Using 18F as a mechanistic probe to differentiate between different mechanisms for the 

interconversion of uronium 5 and tetrahedral adduct 6. 

No incorporation of the radioactive isotope into the aryl fluoride product could be observed 

when uronium bifluoride 5 was treated with 18F (Figure 55). Consequently, the reaction is 

likely to proceed via pathway 3 and the fluoride found in the aryl fluoride product originates 

with the PhenoFluor reagent. The role of added CsF likely consists in abstracting HF from 

the bifluoride counteranion of the uronium intermediate to facilitate the formation of the 

tetrahedral adduct, which in turn is transformed into aryl fluoride via a 4-membered cyclic 

transition state.  
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Introduction of 18F fluoride 

Given the postulated mechanism of PhenoFluor mediated deoxyfluorination, 18F 

fluoride would need to be introduced into tetrahedral adduct 6 in order to be incorporated 

into the aryl fluoride product. Tetrahedral adduct 6 is the ultimate stable intermediate prior to 

the transition state (DFT intrinsic reaction coordinate confirms that there are no energy 

minima between 6 and the transition state) and thus the fluoride atom found in 6 will be 

incorporated into the aryl fluoride product. Tetrahedral intermediate 6 is in equilibrium with 

uronium fluoride 9. If either the fluorine atom in 9 or the counteranion of 5 can be exchanged 

for free fluoride in solution under suitable reaction conditions, addition of 18F fluoride would 

lead to a (low-specific-activity) deoxyfluorination reaction. No trace of anion metathesis was 

ever observed with either 9 or 5 under a variety of reaction conditions (Figure 56A). Next we 

examined whether uronium adducts featuring other counteranions such as Cl, OTf, PF6 or 

HF2 (Figure 56B) could undergo exchange with free fluoride in solution (either 18F or 19F), but 

no evidence for such an exchange process was ever found. If such a process did occur, an 

equilibrium would be established and 18F-deoxyfluorination could proceed. We have 

repeatedly found that fluoride is only incorporated into the aryl fluoride product (the 

deoxyfluorination only proceeds) if fluoride is the counteranion of the uronium cation (with 

the exception of a higher energy pathway proceeding via a bifluoride nucleophile which 

occurs from uronium bifluoride intermediates). 
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Figure 56: A Neither uronium fluoride 9 nor tetrahedral 6 incorporate free fluoride from solution. B 

Uronium salts with a variety of anions did not undergo anion exchange with 18F-fluoride. 

Initial experiments with uronium 5 as well as isolated tetrahedral intermediates and 18F have 

shown that no anion metathesis occurs in solution under the reaction conditions. Introduction 

of 18F into the PhenoFluor reagent would lead to a multistep low specific activity 

radiolabeling protocol. In order to develop a facile high-specific activity radiolabeling protocol 

based on PhenoFluor chemistry, we developed a protocol in the labeling precursors are 

used directly for the elution of 18F fluoride trapped on an anion exchange cartridge (Figure 

57). While anion metathesis between free fluoride and the counteranion of the uronium does 

not proceed in solution, exchange and subsequent elution of 18F from an exchange cartridge 

could be achieved with 70% efficiency. The mechanism of the formation of the tetrahedral 

adduct was changed from pathway 3 (internal, anion interconversion) to pathway 2 (internal, 
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anion metathesis) when the labeling precursor and 18F were brought in contact on the 

exchange cartridge rather than in solution. Via pathway 2, introduction of 18F into the 

tetrahedral intermediate (and thus the aryl fluoride product) in high specific activity could be 

achieved. Finding a way to alter the origin of the fluoride anion ultimately incorporated into 

the product was integral to the development of a radiolabeling protocol based on PhenoFluor 

mediated fluorination. 

 

Figure 57: Set-up of 18F-deoxyfluorination reactions: Elution of 18F-fluoride with labeling precursor 8 

leads to the formation of 18F-6 and obviates the need for azeotropic drying of 18F-fluoride. 
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Boundaries of a concerted mechanism 

Transition state structures  

In order to gain insight into how the selection of substrates or solvent affects the 

propensity of PhenoFluor-mediated reaction to proceed via a concerted mechanism we 

conducted a series of computational experiments. Deoxyfluorination was studied with 

electron-rich as well as electron-poor phenols as well as in a non-polar as well as a polar 

solvent environment. Using DFT, we investigated how the location and structure of the 

transition state is affect by the substrate and solvent selection (Figure 58 and Figure 59). 

 

 

  

4-nitrophenol TS (Toluene) Phenol TS (Toluene) 4-methoxyphenol TS 

(Toluene) 

C−F: 1.896 C−F: 1.742 C−F: 1.743 

C−O: 1.468 C−O: 1.572 C−O: 1.597 

O−C−F angle: 89.6 O−C−F angle: 88.7 O−C−F angle: 88.0 

HOMA: 0.886 
HOMA: 0.948 

HOMA (6-311++G(d,p)) : 0.974 

 

HOMA: 0.959 

 

 Figure 58: C−F and C−O bond lengths, O−C−F bond angles and HOMA aromaticity indices for transition 

state structures calculated using B3LYP/6-31G(d) and a toluene solvent model. Frequency analysis 

revealed one imaginary frequency corresponding to the reaction coordinate. 
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4-nitrophenol TS (DMSO) Phenol TS (DMSO) Phenol (Toluene) 

C−F: 1.896 C−F: 1.725 

 
C−O: 1.442 C−O: 1.545 

 
O−C−F angle: 89.0 O−C−F angle: 90.5 

 

HOMA: 0.895 HOMA: 0.921 
HOMA: 0.977 

HOMA (6-311++G(d,p)) : 
0.987 

 
Figure 59: C−F and C−O bond lengths, O−C−F bond angles and HOMA aromaticity indices for 

transition state structures using B3LYP/6-31G(d) and a toluene solvent model. Frequency analysis 

revealed one imaginary frequency corresponding to the reaction coordinate. 

The transition state C−F and C−O bond lengths show that 4-nitrophenol undergoes 

deoxyfluorination via an earlier transition state than phenol and phenol reacts via an earlier 

transition state than 4-methoxyphenol (Figure 58 and Figure 59). This is in accordance with 

Marcus theory as well as the Hammond postulate, which predict that for reactions 

proceeding via the same path, the more exergonic reaction is associated with an earlier 

transition state. Cleavage of the C−O bond is less advanced in DMSO than it is in toluene. 

The calculated O−C−F bond angles for the transition states decrease with increasing 

activation barriers for the phenol derivative under investigation. All calculated angles for the 

transition states are noticeably smaller than reported values for Meisenheimer intermediates. 

Increasing bond angle for Meisenheimer complexes has been correlated with increased 

stability of the intermediate.158 
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HOMA indices were calculated for all transition state structures to estimate the degree of 

aromaticity of the phenols in the transition state.189 All structures display high degrees of 

aromaticity, only slightly below the value obtained for free phenol at the same level of theory. 

For a concerted reaction with little charge delocalization onto the arene we would expect the 

aromatic character of the phenol to be largely intact in the transition state.  
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Internal Reaction Coordinates 

IRC for phenol in toluene 

Transition state TS optimized at B3LYP/6-31G(d) with a toluene continuous solvent model 

was subjected to an internal reaction coordinate analysis at B3LYP/6-31G(d) with a toluene 

continuous solvent model (Figure 60). IRC in reverse mode led to the formation of 

tetrahedral adduct 6 and no local minima were observed between structures 6 and TS. IRC 

in forward mode led to the formation of the reaction products, aryl fluoride and 4. The 

presencence of an additional local minimum and an additional transition state would have 

been expected for a classical SNAr mechanism.  

 

Figure 60: IRC for deoxyfluorination of phenol (B3LYP/6-31G(d), toluene continuous solvent model) 

and calculated reagent sturctures. 
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IRC for 4-nitrophenol in toluene: 

 

Figure S61: IRC for deoxyfluorination of 4-nitrophenol (B3LYP/6-31G(d), toluene continuous solvent 

model). 
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IRC for 4-nitrophenol in DMSO: 

 

Figure 62: IRC for deoxyfluorination of 4-nitrophenol (B3LYP/6-31G(d), DMSO continuous solvent model). 

13 14 15 

C–O bond length: 1.442 C–O bond length: 1.565 C–O bond length: 1.693 

C–F bond length: 1.896 C–F bond length: 1.459 C–F bond length: 1.421 

 

Comparison of Figures 60, 61 and 62 reveals that both the replacement of toluene with the 

more polar solvent DMSO and the presence of an electron-withdrawing substituent on the 

phenol lead to C–O cleavage occurring later in the reaction progress. C–O bond elongation 

in the transition state is most pronounced for electron-rich phenol substrates in an apolar 

solvent model. The deoxyfluorination of 4-nitrophenol in DMSO approaches the classical 

regime of SNAr reactions where C–LG bond cleavage occurs in a separate step. Commonly, 
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C–LG bond cleavage is associated with a separate barrier, but due to the good leaving 

group utilized in the deoxyfluorination, this step is barrier-less. Not only does Figure 62 

reveal that the apolar solvent used in the deoxyfluorination is an important factor for the 

observance of a concerted transformation, but also that loss of the leaving group is 

sufficiently facile that this step is unlikely to contribute to the reaction barrier of the concerted 

displacement. Classical SNAr reactions proceed via a stepwise mechanism with only the 

nucleophile attack and disruption of aromaticity contributing to the first reaction barrier and 

leaving group loss is associated with a second barrier. Since the barrier for the overall 

reaction is, in the majority of cases, dominated by the initial barrier corresponding to 

nucleophile attack, the ease of leaving group loss is not an important contributor to the 

reaction barrier. In fact, the order of halide leaving groups for SNAr reactions is F > Cl > Br, 

despite C–F bonds displaying a higher bond strength than C–Cl bonds. For a concerted 

transformation, loss of the leaving group occurs concomitantly with nucleophilic attack and 

leaving group loss contributes to the overall reaction barrier. The use of a good leaving 

group is therefore vital for CSNAr reactions with a low barrier. 
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CHAPTER 2: A COMPUTATIONAL APPROACH TOWARDS AN 
IMPROVED DEOXYFLUORINATING REAGENT 

 

In order to improve the activity of the PhenoFluor deoxyfluorination reagent, a variety 

of derivatives were examined. Given the significant time commitment required to synthesize 

different reagent scaffolds, we decided to investigate a wide range of derivatives using 

density functional theory and correlate those results with experimental data for a number of 

derivatives to verify the reliability of the computational model used. Early modifications to the 

PhenoFluor scaffold were selected to establish which features of the reagent are required to 

achieve successful deoxyfluorination. Based on experimental data available at the time we 

anticipated that an unsaturated imidazolium core was a crucial structural feature and 

similarly that N-aryl rather than N-alkyl substituents on the imidazole core were needed to 

achieve aromatic deoxyfluorination.  Analysis of reagent derivatives was focused both on 

understanding the origin of the importance of particular structural features as well as the 

discovery of a more active reagent.  For each scaffold, a tetrahedral  adduct, an uronium 

intermediate and a transition state structure were optimized and single-point energy 

calculations were performed at a higher level of theory (B3LYP, 6-311++G(d,p), toluene 

solvent model) to obtain an accurate estimate for the experimental reaction barrier. The 

preference of a concerted reaction pathway proceeding via a fluoride rather than a bifluoride 

nucleophile was thoroughly established in the case of PhenoFluor, but the generality of this 

mechanistic pathway was verified for a number of derivatives. Without exception, a fluoride 

mediated concerted displacement was the lowest energy pathway found in all examined 

cases. Frequency calculations were performed for all optimized structures to identify them 

as ground – or transition state structures. 

Computational reaction barriers for modified PhenoFluor scaffolds 

Filippo Sladojevich and Teppei Fujimoto synthesized a variety of PhenoFluor 

derivatives and tested their ability to effect the deoxyfluorination of phenols. Most of the early 
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experimental work was carried out before computational data was available and correlation 

with experimental data was used to verify computational results and select appropriate basis 

sets and levels of theory. None of the PhenoFluor derivatives synthesized at the start of this 

work was superior to the original PhenoFluor reagent and most proved to be inactive for the 

deoxyfluorination of unactivated phenols. Given the low success rate and complex synthesis 

for new derivatives, it was decided to use computational experiments to disentangle the 

effects of reagent substitution patterns on various steps of the desired transformation. 

 

During the initial analysis, it became clear that the presence of N-aryl rather than N-alkyl 

substituents on the imidazolium nitrogen is vital to obtaining a deoxyfluorination barrier 

below 30 kcal/mol. Furthermore, at least one ortho substituent has to be present on both N-

aryl groups to facilitate the C–F bond formation step. In the absence of bulky ortho 

substituents, the N-aryl groups flatten out towards the imidazolium plane to maximize 

delocalization between the aromatic systems. It appears, that the flattening out of the 

structure stabilizes the uronium bifluoride and uronium fluoride intermediates relative to the 

C–F bond forming transition state to such an extent that the deoxyfluorination becomes 

untenable. When electron-rich heterocycles bearing bulky substituents are attached to the 

imidazolium core, the barriers are also found to be above 30 kcal/mol due to a less favorable 

electronic influence of the heterocyclic compared to the carbocyclic substituents. The 

incorporation of electron withdrawing substituents on the backbone of the imidazolium also 

leads to an increase of the reaction barrier. Electron withdrawing substituents on the 

imidazolium core stabilize the neutral tetrahedral adduct 6 relative to the the transition state, 

in which the imidazolium core carries a partial positive charge. 

Controlling the equilibrium between tetrahedral adduct and uronium bifluoride 

A vital step in the mechanism of PhenoFluor-mediated deoxyfluorination is the 

abstraction of HF from the bifluoride counteranion of uronium 5 to form tetrahedral adduct 6 
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and mechanistic analysis revealed that CsF can effect this reaction step. A fluoride anion in 

toluene solution is used as a computational model for CsF in toluene. Given the 

oversimplification of a naked fluoride anion only stabilized by toluene solvent molecules, the 

driving force for uronium bifluoride to tetrahedral adduct interconversion (Figure 63) will be 

overestimated in this computational model. Consequently, the absolute energy values 

obtained by DFT are not reliable, but the trend observed for different PhenoFluor derivatives 

is unlikely to be affected by the simplified approach. 

 

Figure 63: Definition for the computational energy difference between the tetrahedral adduct and the 

uronium fluoride. A negative value for the energy difference between the tetrahedral adduct and the 

uronium fluoride indicates that formation of the tetrahedral adduct in the presence of basic fluoride salts 

is energetically favorable. 
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Table 5: DFT activation barriers for PhenoFluor derivatives and energy differences between the 

uronium fluoride and tetrahedral adduct structure in kcal/mol (Figure 63). All structures were optimized 

using B3LYP/6-31G(d) and a toluene solvent model; activation barriers were derived from single point 

energy calculations using B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) and a toluene solvent model. 

 

DFT structure of the tetrahedral adduct Activation 

barrier 

Chemical structure of the 

PhenoFluor derivative 

Energy 

(Figure 63) 

 

23.4 kcal/mol 

 

 

 

24.1 kcal/mol 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-15.1 

 

PhenoFluor 

24.3 kcal/mol 

 

 

 

24.4 kcal/mol 
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Table 5 continued: DFT activation barriers for PhenoFluor derivatives and energy differences 

between the uronium fluoride and tetrahedral adduct structure (Figure 63). 

 

24.8 kcal/mol 

 

-16.3 

 

24.9 kcal/mol 

 

-12.4 

 

25.9 kcal/mol 

 

 

 

26.2 kcal/mol 

 

 

 

26.3 kcal/mol 

 

 

 

26.7 kcal/mol 
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Table 5 continued: DFT activation barriers for PhenoFluor derivatives and energy differences 

between the uronium fluoride and tetrahedral adduct structure (Figure 63). 

 

26.8 kcal/mol 

 

-17.9 

 

27.8 kcal/mol 

 

- 19.5 

 

29.1 kcal/mol 

 

 

 

29.3 kcal/mol 

 

- 23.2 

 

29.4 kcal/mol 

 

- 27.5 
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Table 5 continued: DFT activation barriers for PhenoFluor derivatives and energy differences 

between the uronium fluoride and tetrahedral adduct structure (Figure 63). 

 

29.9 kcal/mol 

 

 

 

30.0 kcal/mol 

 

 

 

30.5 kcal/mol 

 

 

 

30.7 kcal/mol 

 

 

 

Despite extensive efforts on the computational as well as experimental front, no derivative 

with a substantially improved barrier was found in the initial round of exploration of 

PhenoFluor derivatives. Computational work did result in an understanding about how to 

control the equilibrium constant between the tetrahedral adduct and the uronium bifluoride 

structure. Electron-donating substituents located on the imidazolium ring will stabilize the 

uronium structures and render HF abstraction from the bifluoride counteranion of uronium 

bifluoride 5 unfavorable. This step will thus contribute to the activation energy and increase 
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the overall barrier (the contribution of uronium bifluoride to tetrahedral adduct transformation 

is not included in the activation barriers listed in table 5, which refer to the energy difference 

between the tetrahedral adduct and the transition state (Figure 63)). Electron-withdrawing 

substituents on the imidazolium core ensure facile formation of the tetrahedral adduct but 

destabilize the partially positively charged transition state relative to the tetrahedral adduct, 

which leads to larger activation energies for these derivatives.  

Controlling the energy difference between the tetrahedral adduct and the transition 

state 

The deoxyfluorination of phenols with 19F-fluoride proceeds efficiently with 

PhenoFluor and, given the challenges associated with the development of an improved 

reagent, further investigation of PhenoFluor derivatives appeared to be futile. Following the 

development of an 18F-deoxyfluorination protocol, however, interest in novel PhenoFluor 

derivatives was re-awakened. Owing to detailed mechanistic studies, we had a reasonable 

hypothesis as to where the short-comings of the radio-deoxyfluorination reaction originated: 

Electron-rich phenol substrates increase the equilibrium concentration of the uronium 

fluoride 9 relative to the tetrahedral adduct structure 6, exposing the fluoride counteranion in 

9 to unproductive side reactions.  

We hypothesized that the incorporation of an N-aryl substituent capable of forming a 

hydrogen bond to fluoride could stabilize the transition state for the deoxyfluorination. A 

lower fluorination barrier would increase kfluor and the stabilization of the fluoride anion would 

also decrease kdecomp (Figure 64). Care has to be taken with this approach so as not to 

stabilize uronium fluoride 9 too much relative to tetrahedral adduct 6 since such a 

stabilization would raise the overall barrier for deoxyfluorination. 
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Figure 64: The effect of an N-aryl substituent capable of hydrogen-bonding the fluoride 

On the outset, the proposed approach of lowering the overall fluorination barrier for electron-

rich phenols through introduction of an H-bonding substituent is made possible by the 

location of the fluoride anion in the uronium fluoride structure of the original PhenoFluor 

reagent. Fluoride only carries a partial negative charge in the transition state and a full 

negative charge in the uronium fluoride structure. The uronium fluoride structure is 

consequently stabilized to a greater extent upon introduction of an H-bonding substituent 

capable of interacting with fluoride. Given that only the higher energy conformer is stabilized 

(where fluoride does not form a hydrogen bond to the imidazolium core), a weak H-bond 

donor can lower the energy of the transition state more than it lowers the energy of the 

uronium fluoride (Figure 65). Preferential transition state stabilization necessitates that the 

stabilization energy for the TS is greater than the sum of the stabilization energy of the 

uronium fluoride and the energy difference between the two possible uronium fluoride 

conformers (fluoride located close to the backbone and fluoride located close to the central 

imidazolium carbon). Such a scenario furthermore requires the use of a linker that is 

sufficiently inflexible that the H-bonding substituent cannot interact with the fluoride anion 

when the fluoride anion is hydrogen-bonded to the imidazolium backbone (Figure 65). 
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Figure 65: Effect on the energy of uronium fluoride, tetrahedral adduct and transition state structures 

resulting from the introduction of an H-bonding substituent. The use of an inflexible linker would 

preclude the formation of the conformer highlighted in blue. 

Based on initial computational data that verified that the energy difference between the 

tetrahedral adduct and the transition state (activation barrier in table 6) can be decreased by 

a substantial amount, Hassan Beyzavi and Debashis Mandal set out to synthesize 

hydrogen-bonding PhenoFluor derivatives. Computational data also indicated that in the 

presence of a single hydrogen-bond-donor on the N-aryl substituent, the uronium fluoride 

structure is not stabilized to a problematic extent compared to the tetrahedral adduct – no 

new energy minimum on the reaction pathway was introduced. Experimentally it was found, 

however, that the tetrahedral adduct structure reacted with external bases to form a cyclized 

structure (Figure 66). A computational model for the cyclization pathway was consequently 

developed and the proclivity of various H-bonding motifs and linkers towards base-induced 
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cyclization was studied. 

 

Figure 66: The cyclization energy listed in table 6 is defined as the DFT energy difference between 

fluoride and the tetrahedral adduct on the one hand and bifluoride and the cyclized product on the other 

hand. A negative cyclization energy implies that the formation of the cyclized product is energetically 

favored.  
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Table 6: Activation barriers in kcal/mol for PhenoFluor derivatives featuring N-aryl substituents that are 

capable of hydrogen bonding to fluoride. In the right hand column the cyclization energy (defined 

according to Figure 60) in kcal/mol is listed. All structures were optimized using B3LYP/6-31G(d) and a 

toluene solvent model; activation barriers were derived from single point energy calculations using 

B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) and a toluene solvent model. 

 Activation barrier  Cyclized product Cyclizatio

n energy 

 

3.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-30.5 

 

10.8 

 

  

 

14.0 

  

-26.2 

 

15.6 

 
 

-13.6 
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Table 6 continued: Activation barriers for PhenoFluor derivatives with hydrogen-bonding 

substituents. 

 

16.0 

 

  

 

17.0 

 
 

- 14.9 

 

 

17.3 

 

  

 

17.4 

  

-21.2 

 

17.7 
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Table 6 continued: Activation barriers for PhenoFluor derivatives with hydrogen-bonding 

substituents. 

 

17.8 

 
 

- 25.4 

 

18.1 

 

 
 

 

18.1 

  

- 23.0 

 

18.5 

 

 

- 10.1 

 

18.8 

 

 

- 17.8 

 

19.2 

 

 

- 23.3 
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Table 6 continued: Activation barriers for PhenoFluor derivatives with hydrogen-bonding 

substituents. 

 

19.5 

 
 

-27.9 

 

19.5 

 
 

-31.1 

 

19.7 

 

  

 

20.9 

  

-24.5 

 

21.3 

 
 

-1.25 
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Table 6 continued: Activation barriers for PhenoFluor derivatives with hydrogen-bonding 

substituents. 

 

22.3 

 
 

-24.4 

 

22.9 

 

  

 

23.4 

  

-22.1 

 

23.5 

 

  

 

23.5 
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Table 6 continued: Activation barriers for PhenoFluor derivatives with hydrogen-bonding 

substituents. 

 

25.1 

 

  

 

25.2 

 

  

 

26.5 

 
 

-27.6 

 

Controlling the equilibrium between the tetrahedral adduct and the cyclized product 

Analysis of the data in table 6 led us the hypothesis that a build-up of steric 

hindrance between the hydrogen-bonding substituent and the isopropyl group of the 

diisopropylphenyl group on the other nitrogen atom could be used to disfavor cyclization. 

Sterically hindered H-donor moieties were attached to a number of linkers and the resulting 

PhenoFluor derivatives were subjected to computational analysis. A two dimensional 

correlation was used to facilitate analysis of the data. No electronic trend in the proclivity of 

various derivatives towards cyclization could be discerned. 
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Figure 67: Steric hindrance between the isopropyl substituent and the H-bonding moiety is exacerbated 

upon cyclization. Bulky substituents henceforth disfavor cyclization. 

 

Figure 68: Two-dimensional correlation of the activation barrier and the cyclization energy for various 

PhenoFluor derivatives with H-bonding substituents. Color coding: green for X = S, grey for X = O, blue 

for X = CH2 and red for X = NH (see Figure 67). 
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1. Tert-butanol 2. Ph-tetrazole 3. Thiopyridone 4. Thiopy_Me 

    

    

5. PyridoneMe 6. PF_2amide 7. PF_CHF2 8. Thiophene_py 

  
  

 
 

  

9. Thioph_amide 10. thiourea 11. pyrrole_amide 12. Pivamide 

 
 

  

Figure 68 continued: Two-dimensional correlation of the activation barrier and the cyclization 

energy for various PhenoFluor derivatives with H-bonding substituents. 
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13. Pivamide_iPr 14. Benzimidazole 15. Benzimid_dipp 16. diCF3benzamide 

   
 

 
  

 

17. BenzimidMe 18. S_imidazole 19. S_imid_dipp 20. S_imid_Ph_iPr 

 

   

Figure 68 continued: Two-dimensional correlation of the activation barrier and the cyclization 

energy for various PhenoFluor derivatives with H-bonding substituents. 
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21. S_imid_Ph_Me 22. Pyrrole_thioamide 23. S_imidazoleMe 24. Pyrrole_ester 

 

 
 

 

 
 

  

25. Pyrrole_sulfinic 26. Pyrrole_sulfone 27. O_imidazoleMe 28. O_BenzimidMe 

 
 

 
 

Figure 68 continued: Two-dimensional correlation of the activation barrier and the cyclization 

energy for various PhenoFluor derivatives with H-bonding substituents. 
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29. O_PyridoneMe 30. O_Pyridone_iPr 31. Me_O_BenzMe 32. diCF3aryl_sulfone 

  
 

 

    

Figure 68 continued: Two-dimensional correlation of the activation barrier and the cyclization 

energy for various PhenoFluor derivatives with H-bonding substituents. 

Analysis of Figure 68 revealed that the activation barrier observed shows a pronounced 

dependence on the linker atom. Data points in Figure 68 are color-coded to reflect the identity 

of the linker atom and especially in the case of oxygen and sulfur linkers, the activation barriers 

for all investigated derivatives fall within a narrow range. Cyclization energies largely depend 

on the steric environment and thus vary widely within a series with the same linker atom (see 

Tables 7, 8, 9 and 10). Oxygen-based derivatives featuring bulky H-donor moieties were 

identified as the most promising derivatives and work to synthesize and test such derivatives 

experimentally is in currently progress. 
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Table 7: Deoxyfluorination activation barriers and cyclization energies in kcal/mol for PhenoFluor 

derivatives featuring a carbon linker and a hydrogen-bonding motif.   

   Activation barrier Cyclization E 

 1 Tert-butanol 3.8 – 30.5 

2 Ph-tetrazole 19.2 – 22.3 

3 Thiopyridone 18.5 – 17.8 

4 ThiopyridoneMe 18.9 – 9.8 

5 PyridoneMe 18.8 – 10.1 

6 PF_2amide 22.3 – 24.4 

7 PF_CHF2 23.3 – 22.0 

8 Thiophene_pyridone 22.8 – 6.3 

9 Thiophene_amide 23.8 7.7 

Table 8: Deoxyfluorination activation barriers and cyclization energies in kcal/mol for PhenoFluor 

derivatives featuring a nitrogen linker and a hydrogen-bonding motif.   

 10 Thiourea 17.4 – 21.2 

11 Pyrrole_amide 31.9 2.5 

12 Pivamide 21.3 – 1.5 

13 Pivamide_iPr 21.3 – 16.0 

14 Benzimidazole 17.0 – 14.9 

15 Benzimidazole_iPr 17.0 – 6.6 

16 diCF3_benzamide 25.1 – 12.3 

17 BenzimidMe 39 27.5 
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Table 9: Deoxyfluorination activation barriers and cyclization energies in kcal/mol for PhenoFluor 

derivatives featuring a sulfur linker and a hydrogen-bonding motif.   

 18 S_imidazole 15.6 – 13.6 

19 S_imidazole_dipp 14.2 – 4.1 

20 S_imidazole_Ph_iPr 14.3 – 2.8 

21 S_imidazole_Ph_Me 14.5 – 4.7 

22 Pyrrole_thioamide 20.4 22.5 

23 S_imidazoleMe 14.4 1.8 

Table 10: Deoxyfluorination activation barriers and cyclization energies in kcal/mol for PhenoFluor 

derivatives featuring an oxygen linker and a hydrogen-bonding motif.   

 24 Pyrrole_ester 18.8 25.4 

25 Pyrrole_sulfinic 19.4 21.6 

26 Pyrrole_sulfonic 18.7 19.1 

27 O_imidazoleMe 19.0 4.2 

28 O_BenzimidazoleMe 18.4 11.5 

29 O_PyridoneMe 18.0 1.4 

30 O_Pyrdone_iPr 18.4 6.2 

31 Me_O_BenzMe 18.2 10.5 

32 diCF3aryl_sulfone 18.2 – 0.25 
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The data presented in Figure 67 shows that a range of derivatives featuring hydrogen-

bonding substituents could be identified that have deoxyfluorination barriers below that of 

the original PhenoFluor reagent (24.3 kcal/mol). The challenge consists in the identification 

of derivatives with a low reaction barrier that do not have a proclivity to cyclize under the 

basic reaction conditions used for deoxyfluorination with 19F or 18F-fluoride. In order for 

significant stabilization of the transition state structure to take place, the linker must position 

the hydrogen-bond donor moiety close to the location of fluoride in the transition state. 

Unfortunately, however, this arrangement positions the hydrogen bond donor moiety close to 

the imidazolium core, favoring cyclization. We found that upon cyclization the hydrogen 

bonding moiety moves closer towards the isopropyl groups on the adajacent nitrogen-aryl 

substituent (Figure 67). This observation could be used to impede the cyclization reaction 

without compromising the favorable alignment of the hydrogen-boding moiety which incurs 

transition state stabilization. The use of bulky hydrogen-bonding moieties disfavors 

cyclization: Structure 19 has a significantly lower proclivity towards cyclization than structure 

18 due to the presence of the diisopropyl substituents on the adjacent N-aryl substituent. 

The same trend was observed for the larger iPr substituent in substituent 20 compared to 

the methyl substituent in structure 21. Comparison of structure 29 and structure 30 shows 

that a slight increase in the steric bulk of the hydrogen donor moiety can bring about a 

destabilization of the cyclized structure. Both structure 10 and structure 12 have been 

synthesized by Hassan Beyzavi and their reactivity has been studied. While the labeling 

precursors based on compound 10 were difficult to prepare and underwent cyclization under 

a variety of reaction conditions, labeling precursors based on compound 12 proved to be 

considerabley more stable. Radiodeoxyfluorination with labing precursors based on structure 

12 was unsuccessful, which we attributed to cyclization taking place under the basic reaction 

conditions of the labeling experiment. The experimental results are in line with the 

computational predictions with a cyclization energy of – 21.3 kcal/mol for structure 10 and – 

1.5 kcal/mol for structure 12. Computational as well as experimental results suggest that the 
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problem of cyclization was not sufficiently addressed by the steric bulk introduced by the 

tert-butyl group in structure 12. We subsequently found that pyrrole- and benzimidazole 

based hydrogen bond donor motifs and be utilized to generate derivatives that are not 

predicted to cyclize under basic conditions. Structures 24, 25 and 26 exhibit low 

deoxyfluorination barriers while cyclization is disfavored by around 20 kcal/mol under basic 

conditions (Table 10). All three structures employ a pyrrole hydrogen bonding motif that is 

attached to the ortho position of the N-aryl substituent by an ester (24), sulfinic acid ester 

(25) or sulfonic acid ester (26). The two closely related derivatives structure 28 and structure 

31 are based on benzimidazole hydrogen-bonding motifs attached via an oxygen linker. 

Both structures are associated with deoxyfluorination barriers below 19 kcal/mol and large 

positive cyclization energies and are thus viable candidates for an improved 

deoxyfluorination reagent. Substituted pyridones also are potentially interesting hydrogen-

bonding motifs but sterically bulky substituents on the pyridone ring are required to disfavor 

cyclization since the presence of a methyl substituent (structure 29) results in a cyclization 

energy that is only slightly postitive (Table 10). The larger isopropyl substituent in the 

pyridone-based structure 30, on the other hand, is associated with a more promising 

cyclization energy of 6.2 kcal/mol. 

 

In addition to interesting candidates for synthetic exploration found in the oxygen-linker 

series (structures 24, 25, 26, 28, 30, 31 in table 10), structure 22 and structure 23, which 

feature a sulfur-based linker, were also considered (Table 9). The computed cyclization 

energy for 23 is only 1.8 kcal/mol and cyclization of the structure under the basic reaction 

conditions is feasible. Cyclization is unlikely to occur for structure 22, but this derivative has 

a predicted deoxyfluorination barrier of 20.4 kcal/mol, which is higher than those for the 

candidates selected from the oxygen series. Furthermore, we were concerned that under the 

basic reaction conditions of the deoxyfluorination, nucleophilic groups present on the 

reaction substrate could react with structure 22 to induce cleavage of the thioester. 
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We found that structural elements bearing a single H-bond donor suitably arranged to 

interact with fluoride in the transition state is preferable to structural elements bering two H-

bond donors: Structure 11 and structure 17, for which bothe the N-H linker and the H-bond 

donor moiety form hydrogen bonds to fluoride, are associated with high deoxyfluorination 

barriers (Table 8). For structures with two hydrogen bonds the uronium fluoride structure 

becomes stabilized to such an extent that a new energy minimum is introduced. Additional 

hydrogen bond donors will lower the energy of the transition state compared to a transition 

state structure stabilized by a single hydrogen bond. The additional stabilization brought 

about by the presence of a second hydrogen bond is far larger in the case of the uronium 

fluoride structure, however, leading to an increase in the reaction barrier (Figure 65). 

The conclusion drawn from the computational analysis were that derivatives featuring an 

oxygen linker attached to a bulky hydrogen-bonding motif bearing a single hydrogen-bond 

donor are the most promising candidates for the development of an improved 

deoxyfluorination reagent. Synthetic efforts towards compounds such as structure 24, 25, 

26, 28, 30 and 31 are currently underway. 
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CHAPTER 3: EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

General methods 

No-carrier-added 18F-fluoride was produced from water 97% enriched in 18O (Sigma-

Aldrich®) by the nuclear reaction 18O(p,n)18F using a Siemens Eclipse HP cyclotron and a 

silver-bodied target at MGH Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging. The 

produced 18F-fluoride in water was transferred from the cyclotron target by helium push. 

Liquid chromatographic analysis (LC) was performed with Agilent 1100 series HPLCs 

connected to a Carol and Ramsey Associates Model 105-S radioactivity detector. An Agilent 

Eclipse XDB-C18, 5 µm, 4.6 x 150 mm HPLC column was used for analytical analysis and 

an Agilent Eclipse XDB-C18, 5 µm, 9.4 x 250 mm HPLC column was used for preparative 

HPLC. Analytical and preparative HPLC used the following mobile phases: 0.1% CF3CO2H 

in water (A) 0.1% CF3CO2H in acetonitrile (B). Program: 5% (B) for 1 minutes then a gradient 

5–95% (B) over 9 minutes followed by 2 minutes of 95% (B). In the analysis of the 18F-

labeled compounds, isotopically unmodified reference substances were used for 

identification. Radioactivity was measured in a Capintec, Inc. CRC-25PET ion chamber.  

Solvents and reagents for radiochemical experiments: 2-Butanone (ACS reagent, >99.0%), 

Ethanol (absolute, >99.8%), Chloroform (ACS reagent, >99.8%) and Tributylamine (>98.5%) 

were purchased from SigmaAldrich® and used as received. Water was obtained from a 

Millipore Milli-Q Integral Water Purification System. Potassium bicarbonate (≥99%) was 

purchased from SigmaAldrich® and used as received. 

18F-Fluoride solution obtained from a cyclotron was loaded onto a Macherey-Nagel SPE 

Chromafix 30-PS-HCO3 cartridge. After loading, the cartridge was washed with 2-butanone : 

EtOH = 10:1 (1 mL). 18F-Fluoride was eluted with a solution of labeling precursor (5.0 mg) in 

dissolved in 2-butanone : EtOH = 10 :1 (0.5 mL)  into a 1 dram borosilicate vial containing 

either NBu3 (25 μmol) or KHCO3 (5 mg). The reaction vial was sealed with a teflon-lined cap 
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and left to stir at 130 °C for 20 minutes.  

All 18F-labeled molecules were characterized by comparing the radioactivity HPLC trace of 

the crude reaction mixture to the HPLC UV trace of authentic reference sample. Note: 

radioactivity chromatographs are offset by 0.15 min on account of the delay introduced by 

the spatial separation between the diode array detector and the radioactivity detector. 

Preparation of labeling precursors 

  

Figure 69: Synthesis of labeling precursors from 7 and Ag2CO3. 

To a 20 ml vial containing 7 (1.00 equiv), Ag2CO3 (0.50 equiv) and phenol (1.00 equiv), 

chloroform (2 mL/mmol phenol) was added and the resulting suspension left to stir at 60 °C 

for 4 hours. The precipitate was removed by filtration and the filtrate was concentrated to 

obtain the labeling precursor, which was used without further purification. 

Labeling precursors bearing additional hydroxyl groups 

Selective mono-deoxyfluorination of substrates containing multiple aromatic hydroxyl 

groups can be achieved if the two hydroxyl groups are sufficiently electronically 

differentiated. 18F-deoxyfluorination on a heteroarene could be effected in the presence of a 

phenol through temporary derivatization of the phenolic hydroxyl group. The labelling 

precursor was prepared using two equivalents of 7 and subjected to 18F-deoxyfluorination. 

The imidazolium protecting group on the phenol is hydrolyzed under the reaction conditions 

and the reaction mixture can be subjected to HPLC purification without additional steps. 

Alcohols, unlike phenols, do not form stable uronium salts with 7 and no additional reagent 

has to be used if aliphatic hydroxyl groups are present in the substrate. Ethanol is used as a 
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co-solvent in the reaction, which indicates that the presence of aliphatic hydroxyl groups 

does not interfere with the 18F-deoxyfluorination reaction. 

    

Figure 70: Synthesis of bis-uronium compounds. 

2-(4-Hydroxyphenyl)pyrimidin-5-ol (32.7 mg, 160 μmol, 1.00 equiv), 7 (150 mg, 320 μmol, 2.00 

equiv), Ag2CO3 (44.1 mg, 160 μmol, 1.00 equiv) and chloroform (10 mL) were added to a 20 

ml borosilicate vial and the resulting suspension was stirred at 60 ºC for 4 hours. 

Recrystallization from chloroform afforded 160 mg of the title compound as a colorless solid 

(94% yield). 

NMR Spectroscopy: 

1H NMR (400 MHz, DMSO-d6, 23 ºC, δ): 8.55 (s, 4H), 8.50 (s, 2H), 8.02 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 

2H), 7.62 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 2H), 7.59 (t, J = 6.4 Hz, 2H), 7.46 (d, J = 6.4 Hz, 2H), 7.44 (d, J 

= 6.4 Hz, 2H), 6.96 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 2H), 2.50−2.62 (m, 8H), 1.19−1.26 (m, 48H) ppm. 

13C NMR (100 MHz, DMSO-d6, 23 ºC, δ): 159.5, 155.0, 147.4, 147.3, 145.1, 145.0, 

143.6, 143.5, 133.5, 132.5, 132.3, 130.4, 127.0, 126.9, 125.2, 125.1, 122.8, 117.3, 28.8, 

28.7, 25.1, 25.0, 22.6, 22.4 ppm. 

HRMS-FIA(m/z) calc’d for C13H8FNS [M-2Cl−/2]+, 481.30905; found, 481.3092. 
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18F-Fluorination of the labeling precursor 

 

Figure 71: Reaction scheme for the preparation of 18F-17. 

18F-Fluoride solution (0.6 ml, 34.0 mCi) was loaded onto an anion exchange cartridge 

(Chromafix 30-PS-HCO3) with >99% trapping efficiency, and the cartridge was washed with 

2-butanone : EtOH = 10:1 (1 mL). In order to maximize elution efficiency, the cartridge was 

inverted and fitted with a female × female luer adapter (Cole-Palmer, Nylon, EW-45502-22) 

to connect the top end of the inverted cartridge to a 1 ml plastic syringe containing a solution 

of the labeling precursor (8.0 mg of 16 dissolved in 2-butanone : EtOH : NBu3 = 10 : 1 : 0.1 

(1.0 mL)). The eluent was trapped in a 4 mL borosilicate vial and was measured to contain 

21 mCi (62% of the total activity used). The reaction vial was sealed with a teflon-lined cap 

and left to stir at 130 °C for 17 minutes. The reaction mixture was allowed to cool down for 1 

minute before being subjected to purification by semi-preparative HPLC. The fraction 

corresponding to radiolabeled product 18F-17 was collected and was measured to contain 

9.3 mCi (27% of the initial activity). The isolated, non-decay corrected yield was 27% and 

the synthesis and purification time was 32 minutes from the time 18F was obtained from the 

cyclotron.  
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Figure 72: Analytical HPLC radiotrace of HPLC purified material. 

 

Figure 73: UV trace (254 nm) of HPLC purified material. 

Specific Activity 

Using the authentic reference material 17 a standard curve was generated by integration of 

the UV absorbance signal (at 280 nm) of 6 different known amounts (Figure 74). 
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Figure 74: Standard curve of the UV absorbance vs amount of the authentic reference material 17. 

The synthesis of 22 mCi 18F-17 was performed and the reaction mixture left to decay for 2 

hours to reduce radiation exposure to the researcher. The reaction mixture was 

concentrated and dissolved in 100 μL ethanol and transferred into an HPLC vial. 50 μL 

(corresponding to 11 mCi decay-corrected product) was analyzed by analytical HPLC. 

 

Figure 75: Radiotrace of the sample showing a peak that corresponds to 18F-17. 
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Figure 76: UV (280 nm) trace of the sample. 

 376.3 absorbance (280 nm)  

By comparison with the standard curve (Figure 77), it was determined that 50 μL of reaction 

mixture corresponding to 11 mCi activity contained 3.63 nmoles 17. The specific activity of 

the sample was 3.03 Ci×μmol−1. 

 

Figure 77: Reference material 17 UV (280 nm) trace. 
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